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TIME OF THEIR LIVES
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Sixteen Nations Represented; Senator Warner to Break the Slayer of Durham White Stev- Georgia Merchants Will Put Angry Colonists Force Apology Will Piobably Advocate Aboli- Government
to
From Venezuelan Who LibNews to Candidate Who Will
ens Shows No Remorses for
tion of Preliminary InjuncMake Entertainment SucUp Determined Fight Against
British Workmen Plan ElabRespond With Some Twelve
Deed; His Countrymen Raise
tion Writ; Scant Prospect of cess Despite Remote Locaorate Demonstration in Inthe Proposed Higher Freight eled Them; Castro's ConsuAmple Funds for Defense,
late Attacked; Troops Called. Fusion With Democracy.
tion of Port Selected.
terest of Abolition of Strife. Thousand Words.
Tariff on Staples.
By

Morning Journal Sowlal

Leaned

ltv Morning

Wire.

London. July 26. Definite adhe-sIoii- h
have been received from S"
delégate, representing one hundred
and 17 societies In sixteen different counties, for the seventeenth universal peace conference Id he held In
London from July 27 to August 1.
Tifls number, it is expeetad, will be
largely increased hofore the opening
of the meeting, particularly
from
dele-galThus far forty-tw- o
América.
from America have notified of
their Intentions of attending.
The organizers of the congress believe the time opportune for universal
peace and they promise great things
The churches have
in this respect.
undertaken to hold peace meetings
tomorrow. In the morning the Bishop of Hereford will preside and in
the nfternoon Rev. Dr. Horton will
take the chair at a christian conference mi in are ami in the evening
there will be a reception.
The inaugural program of the congress will be held on July 28. This
will include the appointment of vice
presidents and committees. There will
also be held on this day the annual
meeting of the International bureau.
In the evening a public meeting will
e
be held at which David
chancellor of the exchequer will deliver the principal speech followed
by other cabinet ministers. Edwin D.
Mead of Boston will speak for the
American delegates. The meetings of
the congress will continue morning
and afternoon during the week, with
public meetings in the evening. The
great demonstration, however, Is reserved for the afternoon of August 1,
This has been organized by the labor
unions of England. The members of
the unions will march to Trafalgar
square, and Kpeeehes will be delivered
by prominent labor leaders. At Westthe
minster Abbey this afternoon
Bishop of Carlisle, Bight Rev. John
William Dlggle, preached the peace
congres sermon, mnny of the delegates being present. The text was
Blessed Are the peacemakers."
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Lloyd-Georg-

Ire

in-rttralnf Jneraal iTai IilI leased WleiM I Bjr Morulas J.wreiU
Wtrs.t
wiuemsiau. v uracoa, jiny
ine I'hlcago, July JK. -- The platform of Pekiu. July 26- - The Chinese gov
relations between Venezuela and the the independence party which Is to eminent Is completing
Its preparapeople of the Island of ( 'uracoa, Dutch meet in national convention lomor-We- tions for the
entertainment of the of.
Indies, are strained to the break-- 1 re W, will. If present plans are carried Beers
cantile concerns of the stale, Judge
and crew of the fleet of AmerSpeer of the United Sates circuit court lug point. Following a long series ofjo'It, contain a much more radical ican ball I, ships at Amoy Where the
u. . uraco. reWru , ueciarai.on on the question of li.Jum- -! visiting men of war are due to
yesterday granted a temporary Inarrive
.
restraining
"s
junction,
Atlantic rr
the
"Mtions than was embodied In the
e
latter part ;.f October. The orla-Coast
Line Railroad company, the I'rei ident Castro. dir. etc, t against forms of either tin lemocratlc or re- -. I nal sum of 400.000 teels appropriated
govern-- i ,,..,,1!,....,
.,,.,...
and th
Dutch
LiOUlSVillC
Nashville, and the Nash- themselves
...
.... .
bv China for nurnoses of
n....
.1.....
... ilii o ....
ui in.:
ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, the ...in. ini'ii
From present Indications the tern-- 1 and entertainment will be augmented
exnight
today
capital
and
last
and
per of the convention will he In favor by another 100.000
Cincinnati, New Orleans
Texas Patals. Thlv. irl..
pressed their resentment in an attack oi a
cific and the Southern Pacific raildeclaration do lor awav entirely im..n i. ... i.. ....
upon
home
the
who
of a Venezuelan
ways from putting Into effect the inwitb preliminary Injunctions In cases Isolation and comparative Inaccesslbll-of
published Statements In Venezuelabor disputes
creased rates on shipments of staple had
The majority of'lty of Amoy. the Chinese port seleet-th- e
lan papers derogatory to the Island,
delegates who have arrived also Jed by the Washington government far
products from western to southern
le heve that there should be no pun- - Ule fleet to
points, which the railroads have giv- ami later held violent demonstrations
call at. There are
in front of the residence of the Venefor contempt of court until ticaily no facilities at Amoy for
en notice to the Interstate commerce
n
the
consul;
the
alte, a trial by jury.
commission will take effect on August zuelanconsulate surrounded
entertainment of such a large body of
he had taken
where
he
first.
.sentiment
of the convention men and China has given no evidence
refuge, and compelled the ordering out so
Judge Speer will hear arguments of
far as it can be forecasted is r t.einir irratlfled thai Mils out of
troops so that the consul
armed
., .
1,
.....
n
on the application July 29th at Mount might
'
" - I...me way and- unsatisfactory spot was
be protected from injury. The!
.
i.
Airy.
v
The Increase, If carried into demonstration before the residence of
''
inn selected tor the call. Furthermore'
majority seems to favor a declara- - China has been placed In a position
effect, the petition alleges, will cost
the Venezuelan consul. Senor Lopez, tlon
Oeor-gia
In
purchasers
money
all
shippers
the
that
.should be Issued of considerable embarrassment
and
and
occurred lute last night, and though
from $500.000 to $1.000.000 an- no actual threat wus made. It is stated directly by the government without difficulty In this matter and she Is
an Intermediary.
nually.
Others Indine to disposed to give a befitting welcome to
that two shots were fired from
the view that the money should he ! the American warshlua. This arises
Although a preliminary Injunction consul's house, no one, however, the
be-- 1
sued through national banks.
was granted the defendant, carriers ing injured.
from the humiliation or China exper- will be given a hearing several days
Another declaration which wlll.lences from the fact that only part
to this, about 10 o'clock at
Prior
In
likely
be
the platform will he In j of the fleet will visit China us com
before the rates are to take effect.
night, a mob numbering about 1,00.0
gathered Iti front of the dwelling of a ía. oi o i giving to the interstate com-- 1 pared to the culling of all vessels In
Venezuelan resident, who. it Is alleged, tuerce commission the power to in- Japan; the criticism that the govern-itlat- e
changes in railroad tariffs and mint is extravagant in appropriating
had
Insulted Curacoa In the VenezueTO
FDREfGH EXPERTS
and
lan papers; broke down the doors that no rates should be reduced 500,000 taels for entertainment
with stones nnd seised the man, com- without the permission of the com-- . also because the proposal that the
j fleet
come to a port on or north of
pelled him to sign a paper which set mission.
An amendment to the Sherman act the Yanglse Klang waa vetoed for
forth an elaborate excuse for the pubr
VISIT
that Junan or China or both
lication of the statements with which will he favored, adjusting that
ute in such a manner that It can he countries would misinterpret the true
he was charged.
The leaden of the populace also made to apply only to such combi- meaning of the visit.
Still tin authorities show great
foiced him to make a public apology nations as are clearly acting In
of trade or tending towards In what they are undertaking for fTie
from the balcony of bis home, whil.
Assistajiqe..
Fnlisl
Goyenmifcv;',
ctvw.L leh.v. hiKAAd nnd groaned "luiiopoiy. duer cii,awnw.ton of cer entvrrnllimewr of th. 'American
ní
they are determined that the visitors"
Furthermore, por.itlons will be condemned.
accompaniment.
Rein
Effort
to
From Abroad
A strong and spccillc
declaration shall have no doubt whatever as to
members of the man's family were
to play the Dutch national w,l "li,n be made In favor of the re- - the genuineness of their welcome,
duce Appalling Loss of Life compelled
'George Mark, the Chines,- commls-"Dowhymn, while the people below shouted, ftrictlon of Asiatic Immigration.
with Castro!" "Long may Wll-- 1 continued to arrive In large numbers shoner on arrangements lias left here
in Coal Fields.
y
helmlna live!" The police were en-- 1 continued to arrive in lareg numbara already for Amoy where he will
of proper
to cope with the demon- - throughout the day and the represen-- 1 erlntend the construction
unable
I Br Morning Journal Hill Lmuwd Wire.
stratlons and their efforts In this dl- - tatlon from the eastern states was lunding facilities, the details of the
July .'JG. In
Washington.
rectlon were somewhat feeble. No proportionately stronger than from proposed street parade, the arrange- by bodily harm was done to anybody, hut t her si d ions ot t be counli v. It was rnetits for theatrical entertainments.
to an Invitation extended
(he Culled stales government in be the shouting and cheering continued confidently asserted that when Mr. and the adequate lighting of the city.
as temporary chairman, begins
The program Includes banquets to
half of the geological survey, Great for a lime, nnd then a procession was Hearst,
formed and a march made upon the his address tomorrow night, fully toa the officers and men who will be
Kelgium
will
Britain, OermiBJ and
dclcgates will he in the hall.
consul's house.
tertalned In two big parties. Threw
Much less than that number, how- hhousand American sailors and muThis morning it was noted that there
send o this country next, month
was no shield on the building occu- ever, arrived today.
rines will be dined at one time. They
their leading experts in the preven- pied by the Venezuelan
It la' asserted on all sides thai tin will be given souvenirs of their visit
consul. It was
tion of mine disasters to aid in the not known whether It wus torn down contest for the nominations will In land there will be a seres oi snorts on
Inauguration of the work here. The by natives or removed by the Vene free and open.
shore and continuous performances in
Of the candidates now III the field the theaters and pavilions. The charg
negotiations were conducted through zuelans. There was another mob gath- red and When it was learned that the Thomas I lllsgen of Massachusetts '
ml,r by the foreign press of China
the state department.
xperts. who will sail for consul had proceeded to the German has a strong following, and he Is ip-- ' that the American legation has
The Ihr.
In the lead.
W. M. Howard poed the coming of the fleet to China
New York, next month arc Captain consulate this building was surround- mob. The at- of Louisiana lias many friends who were denied at the
legation today
Deaborpugh Heft M elsner head of ed by an
made a determined ef are fighting hard In his Interest. The with emphasis.
the Cernían mine service, and Vic- toriiey general
-- ator Watteyne, engineer ill chief of fort to qub-- the populace, which was Indiana delegation is pushing Charles
and more excited all W, Neal of that state, although Mr.
the administration of mines of Hei- becoming more
the while. A small military force at- Neal himself said today that he hardly
ght in.
tempted to check the demonstration, expected his name to go before the
It Is expected that the experts will
but for a time that was found Impos convention.
Other candidates' are
reach New York about the end of sible.
John Temple Graves of Georgia nnd
August and al'er visiting the anthraIt became necessary even today to Howard S. Taylor of Chicago. The
cite region will proceed to Pittsburg. call out
additional troops, and these at name of Charlea A. Walsh of Inwn.
SMALL LEAD
where the United .States geological once proceeded
to patrol the street secretary of the national committee,
survey Is engaged in erecting a plunt
Lopez
and stop the rioting. Consul
and who for many years acted In
for the purpose of conducting inves- was escorted
to the Venezuelan con- similar capacity for the democratic
tigations Into the case of mine
sulate by an Armed force, and he gath- party. Is also mentioned.
In company with the expert
IN TEXAS
ered up the official documents of his
William K. Hearst, who is to be
in charge of the technologic brunch
office and was escorted back to his temporary chairman of the convenansurvey
they
visit
will
the
of the
home. The troops that accompanied
and after spending
thracite Hells of Pennsylvania, the him were compelled to force their way tion, nrrlv.-- today
company of friends,
bituminous Reída of Western Pennsyl- through tlie crowds that had gathered several hours In
tonight begun work on his speech.
vania, the coal fields of Illinois
Returns Indicate Close Vote on
and were Jeering on every hand.
the
Mr. Hearst today reiterated
Colorado Alabama West Vir
was left to protect Statement ha had made In Now York
guard
An
armed
Proposition to Submit Conginia and Ohio in order thut they may the Venezuelan consulate and anothfor the
learn the conditions under which coal er guard whs stationed at the consul's that he was not a candidate
stitutional Amendment Shutpresidential nomination and that he
Is mined In this country.
residence. Other troops continued pa- would adhere positively to his declarastations for the prevention of dis- trolling the clly.
ting Out Liquor Traffic.
tion thai he must not lie considered
aster In mines have been In operation
The measures taken ny the Vene- in (hat light.
years
In
country
of
each
a number
zuelan government against the Dutch
Mr Hearsl was asked If. In his B Morning Juurnal Hpertal Leased Wire. i
represented by the experts, and in government and directly against the
any probabilJuly 26. Tonight's
Dallas, Texas,
these ways death rates have been re- Island of Curacao, brought about de- opinion, there existeddemocratic parity of fusion with the
returns from the democratic primary
duced to a minimum.
Ispressed business conditions fn that
ty or endorsement of Mr. Bryan. He election held yesterday account for lesa
With the knowledge that mine ac land, whose people asked Queen
n 'ke
replied
than hair of the vote polled
increasing
been
the
ALLEGED
and
have
THIEF cidents
of Holland to take steps to
thnt
understanding
my
In
change
been
Utile
has
It
retuu.
the
becoming
constantly
rate
death
Improve the relations between the I WO
own last night.
larger the Tnlted States auth,ies countries In a permanent manner. Cu- the convention will nominate lis
Governor Campbell's majority over
are hastening to begin .the Investiga racao complained of the selxure by candidate and that he will conduct
a campaign Independent of the re Williams will be In the neighborhood
It Is believed will reduc
which
tions,
Venezuela of Dutch vessels plying beY OFFICER
and all other of 7f..iu0. Attorney General Davidson
the lo.ss of life. It Is expected that tween Arubu and Curacao, both Dutch publican and democratic
10 cnicagn
coming
Since
has a lead of 75.UÜU over Wynne, but
parties
experts
foreign
of
the
11 possessions, and the Imprisonment of
the advice
Hum It will take fuller returns tu determine
other
no
sentiment
heard
have
be Invaluable.
the crews; the opening of official cor- this nnd I do not believe there Is even the result '
respondence by Venezuela; the decree a remote possibility of fusion or the
State wide prohibition has a very
Watchman in Denver Freight SABBATH BRINGS REST
Issued by President Castro prohibiting endorsement of any candidate ecept nurrow lead.
The result upon that
of freight at Cu- our own."
proposition U not yet apparent. While
FOR PRINCE OF WALES the
Yards Fires on Man Who
racao and of many other antagonistic
On the question of the presidential Williams ha received about 126.000
measures.
nomination, Mr. Hearst declared he voles for governor, It seems that he
Refused to Halt.
to
hostility
culminating
act
of
The
Quebec. July 2. The Prince of
no particular preference but that has carried only three counties.
Ihe Dutch government was the recent had would cheerfully support any
Illy Morning Journal SMtMr ?jSHd Wlrc.f Wales had a comparatively quiet Sunhe
President Castro of J. H. strong man who might be named by KING EDWARD MILDLY
Special
Denver, July
Officer day after the round of ceremonies of dismissal bv minister,
resident In CaraDerues. the
party.
Prank L. Wood today shot nnd fatally
days. He attended church cas, of the Netherlands.
CRITICISES AMBASSADOR
The minis- the a conference held early In the
wounded Harry Glasgow In the Den- the past few
At
by
passports
were
to
sent
him
ter's
at the English cathedral, driving from
It was decided that Charles
ver and Hlo Grande freight yards.
evening
Psul, the Venezuelan minister
should be the permanent Better inform a. He Might Hate Prethe shooting Wood found the the cathedral In aii open carriage, and Benor
foreign
affairs. Senor Paul snt n A. Walsh of the convention.
of
twenty
cars
on
silk
about
had
seals
hat as the crowds
ben raising his
chairman
vented iJMboii Tragedy. May
of the
foreign
broken and that some packages of cheered him along the way. The royal letter lo the in which minister
Thomas L. Hlsgen, whose candidacy
British Monar b
Netherlands
said:
he
Is
shoes were missing. While making his pew at the church had been elaboratetor the presidential nomlnnllon
Indispensable
affects
measure
"This
hy many delegates,
rounds he discovered two men curry- - ly decorated, but the prince preferred only M
linens It Will not alter the strongly Infavored
Paris. July it, -- The Petit Journal's
ins nackai:es trvinic to conceal them- - to occupy a less ornate position in the
the city today. He made
arrived
friendly
between
existing
relations
Lisbon correspor lent says that Klu
possiselves in the yards. He railed upon central aisle
no
was
there
the assertion that
Venezuela and the Netherlands."
I'M aid
haa wi tten to King Man- them to stop, but they threw nway
Vice President Fairbanks was Invlt-theQueen Wllhelmina's government has bility of fusion with the democratic uel.
expressing
to
plunder and started
run. led to be present at the cathedral, hut replied to
this by sending the warship party, adding:
was badly tnfor
Wood pursued Glasgow, at the same J selected the church of his own denotn- "There nre many of us who like
to Puerto Cabello for the
Gelderland
tlme shouting to Krelght Agent Percy malum, the Methodist.
not
we
Bryan
can
personally
but
Mr.
purpose of taking M. Derues away. At
Meredith to follow the other man.
On the Plains of Abraham an mi-- 1
the things he adAmsterdam 011 Saturday the council of agree withnorsome of fancy
Men dub cuptured his man. who gave presetve solemn mass was eel
some of the
do we
took Die Veneiuelan ques- - vocated,
ministers
the name of John Ieady, but Wood in the open air by the Catholl
was compelled to shoot Glasgow be- bishop of Quebec, with the I
fore he would surrender.
Both men Norfolk and a large assemblai
j (Continued on Page 1, Dolman I.) J (Continued on Pag.
have criminal records.
,

.
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Cincinnati. Ohio, July 26. A the
San Francisco, July 26. A murder
calm before the storm, was the Sab trial of International
Interest wll
bath observance of William H. Tuft be called in the superior court in this
today In the home of his brother, etlv I mi ir i', i iv tti
I,,
I'll,.
The presidential candidate I, .,.,.,, .. ti-- -.,
Charles.
i
,K
rtk.
wh
will work at the trade, of politics to the Korean, who on March 23 fa- morrow, attending the meeting of the tally wounded Durham WhlW Stev
state central committee, meeting in- - ens, Japanese adviser to the Korean
formally the members of the notlll-- i emperor at Seoul.
Mr. Stevens was
cation committee, lending Ills aid to shot as he was about to board a fercommittee, ry boat in this city en route to Washthe locnl arrangements
and placing himself generally at the ington.
The bullet passed through
disposition of national am) slate lead- his abdomen nnd he died on March
ers.
26, after the most hopeful reports
And on Tuesday he will deliver his of bis physicians for his recovery. At
,.,.
spcecn ... accep.an.-o. - h)s buhu, w,.r,, lm. Japanese Consul
,.,,.,
.,.,..
render himself completely to the
..
n.K r
vagaries of B riot of political enthu-- 1 promlnent physicians
and friends.!
,
With Mrs. Charles P. Taft cllalf,
siasts.
wh()St, nrst ahot
M9Mat
and her daughter. Miss Louise, he h . S(...illllsl.. ,...., ,, u. w rh.m
attended the morning services of Christ one of his associates, who lay in wait
Episcopal church, the ancient edifice for Mr. Stevens, was captured on the
Is undergoing repairs, and the services
spot and has since been held in jail
were held in the basement, the ca- awaiting trial.
pacity of which was tested by the atwas
The shooting of Mr. Stevens
Rev. W. 'H. Poole, one of carefully plana ad and carried out in
tendance.
the assistant rectors, drew a le&son a sensational manner. Accompanied
from the first verse of the tenth chap- by the Japanese consul general, the
ter Of Matthew:
diplomat had arrived at the ferry In
"And when he had called his dis- an automobile on his wuy to take a
ciples unto him, he gave unto them train for the east on a vacation from
power."
his long service in the orient. Chang
While there whs no reference to the Sung Chun and, it Is believed, two
presence of the candidate, the preach other Koreans who have never been
er sought to make emphatic that apprehended, lay In wait for Mr. Stevpower for good and not contrition, ens and as he alighted from an auconfession or even charity, is the in- tomobile at the ferry, one of the Kofluence which the Ohrlstlnn church reans walked up and struck him a
should exert among men.
vicious blow In the face. Mr. StevMr. Taft Joined heartily in the .ser- ens started in pursuit of his assailant,
vice and at Its conclusion was made when Chang, who held a revolver In
the center of an admiring group of Ills hand, covered by a handkerchief,
acquaintances and friends, many of began firing.
His first shot struck
whom he greeted by their first names Chun, his associate,
and seriously
and with all of whom he shook hands. wounded '.in'. Two other shots WetC
With his two escorts h walked half find, striking Mr. Stevens, one In the
a doaen blocks viewing the decora- back near the right shoulder, and the
tions which even then were being put other several Inches lower, the bullet
In place. He retraced h's steps to WWlfjtmg and pas!lng through the ah
home of his brother, where he is stay domen.
General
Consul
Japanese
lag, and remained there until late in Koike came to the rescue of Mr. Stevthe afternoon, when he paid a visit to ens, placed him In an automobile and
the bedside of former State Senator rushed him to the Harbor emergency
John W. Heron, father ot Mrs. Taft, hospitnl. Subsequently he wus taken
who has been ill for some time. In to the St. Francis hospital where he
the evening Arthur I. Vorys, who ar- died three days later.
rived late, spent some time at the
Chang, w ho is a diminutive Korean,
Taft residence.
30 years old, and who looks like a
Missouri,
chairof
Senator Warner,
boy of 15, declared he acted from
man of the notification committee, patriotic motives, believing with a
reached the city during the day hut certain numhor of his countrymen in
did not present himself to Mr. Taft, this city, that Mr. Stevens had been
remarking factitiously that he was in instrumental in giving Japan control
grave fear that Mr. Taft had already of Korea. He has never expressed
gained a suspicion of the fact of his any regret for his act. and believes
nomination, which was to be revealed he has done his country a great serto him Tuesday.
vice.
Ample funds for his defense
Frank H. Hitchcock, who is expect- have been provided by Koreans In this
report
tl
a
will
make
tomorrow,
ed
country, as well as In Korea, and he
the candidate on conditions In the Will be represented in court by able
west as he has found them during his counsel.
recent visit to that section. Rimer
Durham White Stevens had long
Dover, secretary ot the national com- been prominent In oriental public life.
mittee, will also reach the city to- He was secretary of the United States
morrow.
legation al Tokio in 1873, subsequentImportance is attached to the meet- ly becoming counsellor to the Japaing tomorrow of the Ohio statg cen- nese legation at Washington. Thence
dal committee to he attended by Mr. he went to Tokio, where, ufter serTaft as the meeting Is declared to be vice In the foreign office, he became
intended to generate a common un- a member of the commission sent by
derstanding, singleness of purpose Japan to Korea to adjust difficulties
and enthusiasm, which, carried away which threatened to involve Japan
by the various members, will permeate and China In 1887.
Afterward he
all parts of the state.
held various posts under the Japalocal
the
for
left
There seems little
nese government and enjoyed the connotification arrangement committee to fidence of the emperor and the higharrangedo as every part of Tuesday's
est government
He was
officials.
ment seems to have1 been thoroughly sent to Korea by the emperor of JapAlthough the customary an after the
perfected.
e
war ami
ilianatlfin of business prevailed In the became the conlldentlal adviser of the
was
de
downtown streets today, there
Korean emperor, a post which he fillcided activity In carrying out the ed to the highest satisfaction of both
scheme of decorntlons which Is to give the Korean emperor and the Japanese
Long
the city a holiday appearance.
government.
He was several times
streamlln.s of pointed
decorated by the emperor of Japan.
trolley
ers were strung along the
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Senator JoNew York, July 26
seph W. Bailey, of Texas, who has
been under treatment in this city for
bronchial ailment for more than a
month, is about to go home, lie said
in
tonight at the Waldorf-Astori.

a,

speaking of the political situation:
"I have been under the care of the
doctors since the Denver convention
and have met but few people. I
.1..
to return to Texas soon, but
not expect to muke a political speech
i
until about October 1."
I
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The Improvement Commission
Purchases Lots to Be Used
in Extension of the Grounds.

d

Imperial

t'nrrrauomlriM'r

Journal.

Morning

1

Santa Fe. N. M., July 2o. Important improvements to the territorial
capítol and the construction of a residence for the governor of the territory ure to be made at once as a result of the sale yesterday of the Issue
of 150.000 capítol Improvement bonds
authorised by the last legislature.
The bonds were sold to Otis and
Hough, bankers of Cleveland, Ohio,
for tK,06L'.nO and accrued Interest
and
from June 1, 1907, for one-hafrom December 1, 1D0", for the remainder of the Issue.
There) were I wo other bids, one for
t4.000. and one for $48,801.
As a result of the completion of
the transection the capítol Improvea
ment commission has purchased
tract adjoining the capítol grounds
for ISS00, to be used in extending
the grounds and It Is hoped that the
construction of the addition to the
building, whk-- will be used for the
supreme eourt library, may proceed
without delay.
The bond Issue was passed for the
purpose of muklng the library extension and also for building an executive
residence. This latter construction
will begin at once and It is hoped by
the commission to complete It by the
opening of the next legislature.
Former Oovernor Miguel A. Otero
is chairman of the building rommls-elo- n
and It J Palen of Santa Fe and
W. H. Hopewell of this oily are the
other members.
lf

poles, Hags were placed out of windows and streamers nnd bunting festooned on the buildings. Altogether
there was a decided Interest shown
In preparing for the day on which
Cincinnati plans to do honor to her
distinguished citizen.

Colorado Pioneer Icart.
Oreeley. (Tolo.. July 26. -- William
McClellan, 92 years old. descendant
have
of peregrine White, said to
been the first child born In the original Plymouth Hock eoluny. Massachusetts, died today. He was born In
Maine nnd wns a pioneer of Illinois
and Wisconsin, making n fortune In
lumber In the latter state. He came
to Colorado with the Oreeley colon-Is-

m

In 1870.

.Tapanrae Delegate in Chill.
Valparaiso. July 2. M. Alko, the
delegate of the Japanese commissioner
of commerce, arrived here today. He
said that he had been Instructed to
Invite Chile to take part In the Tokb
exposition. The emperor, he added,
the reIs desirous of strengthening
lations between Japan and Chile, and
for thbv purpose. Japan will establish
a legation at Santiago.

Asajcr O'Hrlen a Suicide.

Loe Angeles, Cal., July 2t. Oohn
W. O'Brien, a mining assayer, committed suicide yesterday by shooting

himself through the heart while

l
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Orange uses exactly the aame machine
aa I do."
"Haa the aeroplane a future so far
aa practicability is concerned T" he was

27, 1908.

MONDAY, JULY

MORNING JOURNAL,
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GHASTLY FIND ONLY BIG ENTERPRISE HAS

aakd.

'Yea.'- - he replied. "It will have a fu
ture to a very great extent. I think
BEEN LAUNCHED
the aeroplane will be aafer than the
automobile or other methoda of con
veyance. Jt III be eaay and an quick.
My greateat pan.--- In flight has been
REAL MEAN
HAGERMAN
ten second, atartlng on an ascending
wind. The birds In their flight have n
special Instinct which we will never
have, but we can Improve our meth
oda by using dim. of the methods of Companion
of Murdered Man Alfalfa Meal Mill Basis of ElecBanner
Flying
Taft
Persist in
the bird.
fifteen feet above
Found a Little Further Along
tric Power System Which
Piedicting Defeat of Com-mon- ei "1 fly generally
the ground. 1 can fly higher, but
in His Own State.
have never made a flight us high as
Fatal Trail Across Plains to Will Supply Large Section
your skyscrapers, as you call them, but
With Power.
Albuqueique.
I think the time
I hope to some day.
.
B. Mnrulni Juurmal Hprrtal Im4 Wlr
re shall see the aero
Is near when
-- Lincoln
Lincoln Neb. July a.
plane standing motionless In the air.
(Sprilul lilspulrh I the Morning Journal.)
( Koswell
Record.)
neinurratu will make an effort t In time an automatic balance will also
Hagerman. N. M., July 25. At a
Z.
Flnley and
Deputy Sheriff o.
The aeroplane Is now
have the Taft bannsr, which Is hung be secured.
meeting
of the llngerman Commercial
6::W
Is
last
at
bal
u
question
a
of
more
than
Fred
returned
Carntensen
iiiu.il
over the niMln street taker down on loon."
the following officers were elect
flub
place
to
nlgiit
the
their
trip
from
the day Bryan I formally notified of
Mr Karman brings with him two
body was feund. forty-- ed for the ensuing year:
The banner, which machine, which will arrive tomorrow where the mun's
his nomination.
President John I. Hlnkle.
five
of town, and
northwest
mile
proclaims that Tuft will carry Nebraa on the steamer Kroonland.
Vice president Harry Wagner.
It was the body of Theoreport
that
ka, ha been an eyesore., to local
Secretary
John D. Mell.
wert
dore Ktllay, the Cernían, who
Treasurer - B. E. Hoagland.
demócrata since It Was hung- A week
about
Ross
with
Albert
from
Koswell
The new officers, with the commitaft-- r
It wa placed, when It was the TWO MEET DEATH IN
u month ago and started to wulk to tee already appointed,
will immedieubjecl of much discussion, the ban
Albuquerque. The cause of death re- ately begin a systematic campaign of
ner was burned and partly destroyed.
It hav since been rehuiiK, without
mains a mystery, although 'plenty of promotion for Hagermun and vicinity
while one- of their first Olarge efforts
however, any unfavorable comment
theories exist in the minds of the of- will be in
WRECK
and arrangeon the part of the Uryan men.
case.
ficers and otlieis posted in the
ment of a thoroughly representative
Today It developed that a deter
The theory of o. Z. Flnley, who has exhibit of the irrigated and other pro
mined attempt will be made to hav.
observed the case from first to last, Is ducts of tliis section at the Sixteenth
the offensive emblem removed on tin
fight, prob- National Irrigation Congress.
datt of Bryun's notification bs many Speeding Car Turns
Tuitle; that the tWO men 3.rigot In a Ktllay
took
over
ably
the
.1.
that
city
and
It. Iielwcller and a company of
In
will
be
the
fenwcrata
Victims Bui ned Beyond Rec- from Koswell, that Ross stabbed Ko- capitalists from Wichita and Chicago
tact,
democrat
the
municipal
la? In the neck, wounding him slight- have been here during the week and
my. reiiuirea that visitors be not reognition in Explosion That ly, that Kuril took the knife from have made :i proposition to install in
quired to look at the banner.
Ross and stabbed him, leaving him to Hagerman a complete and down to
Chairman Hay ward of the republiFollows.
die. and walked to the place w here his date alfalfa meal mill, which will furcan t.it.- cominlttuf. is now In uliio.
body was found, and took poiaon.
nish an Immediate market for all aland han been naked If he will take
The body of Kulay was found three falfa that can possibly be produced
Wire. I
down the baner. He aald before the ,By MurlD, ,i,irili
of the place where Itoss' in this dcstrlct, protecting the faru ruction oí the sign that he would
Plattshurg. X Y , July 26. J K. miles west picked
up. It was lying in mers from any possibility of an over
consent to Its removal on notifica- liodge, of Maiden. Mass., and Lock body an
a little, open grassy flut. the head pil- sii) ply. The citizens here responded
tion day. hut since the day It was
He.-dof Port ll nry, N. Y'., wen- lowed 0,1 the man's coat. The cloth- - Unanimously to the request for a botaken down he has not aald he wpulil tuiuil
shocking
In
automobile acl- - 'ng wac open and the lower garment! nus and a site for the plant. The conkilled
promise
a
to
this
adhere
down; and In this respect the two tract was signed today and work will
being
are
Extensive preparation!
dent six miles west of I'ort Henry Sat DOd
tü Acre found exactly the same. begin Immediately in Installing the
made In Lincoln for Hryan' notifica- urday night. B. K. Titus, of Syracuse, Nearby
were his shoes, his French building and machinery.
tion on August 12. In the hands of who was also In the car,
wits thrown harp, kis open valise with papers and
Hryan,
by
Mr.
Installing of this plant has a
selected
committee
I
ubout, crackers, farThe
contents scattered
In the bed of a creek ami escaped inscope than the mere operawider
the work of planning for the event is jury.
two
full
one
bottles,
of tion of an alfalfa mill, for It Is procheese and
Tnc state central
well under way
The mM, who had been to I'ort i iilpliurie acid and the other contain-i- posed to Install immediately sufficient
the
committee, working through
only a small quantity of the same
Is attempting Henry for provisions, were returning
county organisations.
electric power to operute a lighting
Mr. Dodge, poison. The black bugs had eaten system for the town and vicinity and
town, to their summer camp
to bring n crowd to Hryan'
part
flesh
neck
of
and
the
from
ow
the
car,
driving,
was
ner
of
and
the
the
to operate a completely equipped cold
which will surpass the one In Lin- In some
unaccountable manner lost Cace and all of the flesh from one. fore storage plant, which will he of inesticoln at the time of th- candidate'!
putrl-fluiso
badly
body
arm.
was
l
The
control of the machine. The car dashmable value In taking can- of the raphome coming two years ago.
it was Impossible to move It.
ed into a brook, and, turning turtle,
idly growing crop of the district.
The notification speeches ure to be pinned
The two men from Koswell were acliodge and Reed underneath
li Is proposed, however, to go still
made from a platform on the state Instantly there was an explosion, and companied by Fritz lirlnck from hi;
capítol ground, and will start at
and supply adequate power
tin- car took fire, burning the victims .sli.ep camp nearby, and another slurp, further
for all the Individual pumping plants
O'clock. The original hour set for the beyond recognition.
clothman,
searched
the
four
and
the
disevent was somewhat later, but w
ing thoroughly, hut failed to find any which may be needed In the dry
hanged by llr. Hryan for the accom
proposition
west
of
here.
The
tricts
j:tr.
or any place
trace of the missing
modation of eastern newspaper repre- PHYSICIAN SEES WIFE
where It had beet) sewed In the gar- Is that the company will at once build
sentatives, who want to rush copy to
lines in all directions. The farRUN DOWN BY AUTO ments 111 the vest pocket Were a sil wire
their papers.
me)al puz- mers who desire to do so will Install
ver wutch, $2.30 in coins,
dynamos and pumping
After the notification Is completed,
zle that Carstenten readily recognized, their own
marching clubs from towns In the
Ht. Louis.
July 26. Frederick C. a lilt chip on an Kl i'aso saloon,' an plants will be furnished with cheap
state will form a monster parade pepper, president of the Chrlatlan-PeppKgyptiun coin, memorandum book, an power for pumping, a power that has
through the business part of the city.
containing flshliiie, pencil, been greatly needed and that will unenvelope
Tobacco company, tonight In
The parade and spectators will then
etc.
poeketknlfe,
The neck showed doubtedly result in the immediate extake cars to Fslrvlew. where a recep- his automobile ran down and prob- where a knife wound had been made tension of the farming area heretion will ,e held on the Hryan lawn.
ably fatally wounded Mrs. Harlwell N. am) blood from this wound found its abouts. This Is the first Urge power
Lyon, wife of Dr. H. N. Lyon, a) the way down the neck to the shirt and proposition of the kind to be attemptcrossing: of Union and Del Mar ave- undershirt. There was no other w ound ed in New Mexico and Ika outcome will
Dr. Lyon saw the accident from On the head or body, and this one be watched with Interest not only loGREAT FUTURE nues.
cally, but throughout this section of
the renr platform of a street car from hardly appeared 10 have her n fatal
which Mrs Lyon had just alighted and
The missing J3f, still make II look the Southwest. Already the effect of
attended to lila wife's wants until an like a case of murder and robbery, hut the proposition on real estate has
It is possible that
Kulay lost the been seen In rapid advances of land
unbalance arrived
FOR AEROPLANE
Mr Pepper, in his efforts to stop money and thought Koss lia,) taken it, prices, while not a little property has
tie. automobile, sustulned a fracture this causing theli trouble. The clothe been entirely withdrawn from mar-o- f
Ross will be
for the ket.
of the wrist and three broken riba.
missing money, us they are still at the! A general rain fell all over this
He la under arrest.
not having been buried with lion during the week which lias re-tInventor Declaies Conti vanee STREET
body On the other hand. If It won suited In much good for the farmers
I case of robbery, there were many and the range. The season's crops
Will Soon Be More Safe
TABRIZ CONTINUE places neafby where the bodies could are now assured
have been hidden and never found in
Mode of Conveyance Than
all time.
Ail is tiouiis.
July 6. Desultory street
Tab
The remains of Kulay Were In no
"The wedding, reception,
Automobile.
hghtin
continues In this city, wlt'i ondltb.n to bring to Koswell, and they
automobiles, driving.
cannic ling. It Is reported that the Were burled where found.
dinner, ball, and opera costumes of
troops have recommenced
Br Meratat Journal HimcIii LuuS Wire I Tuiklr
the Archduchess Maria Henrlette und
That the fu- their
New York, luly 2
jgresslve tactics in the
all the other costumes which go to
ture Of the aeroplane as a safe mean? m lab
and have occupied t.
make up u trousseau of great beauty
assured
practically
conveyance
of
i Itory
road.
the Urumlah-Sulma- s
says a Vienna paper
"value,"
an,
by
waa the confident declaration mail.
"were" recently exhibited by the mak
Henry Farm
the aeroplane inventor
ers at their KarUplatl establishment
and Havtgaloi who arrived here hdav mi H in send ANOTHER
REBELS
i:m
There was on view at the same tlnn
on board the I .a Touralne from EuPOLICE nearby a priceless art collection, en
Ismii'oii, .Inly 87. A special ills- rope for series ,.f flights In his now
t
says
from
Times
Teheran
the
patch
trance to both places free. It win
Hrlghlon
ut
famous rilng machine
curious to note how many women
K.irmau was welcomed down the p: paratiotis are making for the
Beach
went to see the trousseau and how
reception committee of sendin ; of another expedition to Tab-rhthe bay by
1 mm a fairly trustworthy source
tew cared for the works of art. That
the Aero flub ..f America After two
of
Supposed
Black
Corpse,
was proof of the patriotism of the
weeka in tins city It is expected that It la I irned that the shah Is
Farman will inuke flights in Chicago, negrdl ting with the Russian bank for
Hand Victim Found in River women for, surely, no woman cares
Boaton, Pittsburg, Philadelphia
and u loar of n.ar.o.auu
what another one u. ars."

DEEPENS ROSS

LINCOLN HUE

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPAN
ALBUQUhkQUE,

THE JAFFA

MEXICO

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

GROCERY CO.

AI

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100.000.00

A2U.

Good Tbiag! to Eat.

lit

J. PATTERSOiW
BOARDING ITiltll

klVKKI

AH
IIS Weat Silver Aeaue.

Telephone W.

--

Our
Ripe

There Is But One Range
THAT IS THE BEST.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

Olives

THAT ONE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

FAST.

ARE SELLING

IT IS MADE

WHEN YOO
ARE READY
FOR THAT
NEW RANGE
LET US
SHOW THE
THE tJKEAT
MAJESTIC
THE
RANGE
THAT LEADS
THEM
ALL

Of MAIAJSABIJ
AM) THE
BEST

Don't let the presept sup-pl- v
run out without pet-tin- a
a can or so at the
prices we are selling

CJIAKCOAIi
IKON AM

WILL WEAR

THREE TIMES
AS trONU
AS ANY

them at

OTHER

Pints, 20c.

MADE

RAMOS

Pints, larqe olives, 25c.
'

--

i

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
FOR SALE ONLY BY THE

Quarts. 40c.

Quarts, larqe olives, 50c.

WAGNER HDW. CO

Quarts, glass jars, 60c.

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

,

OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

offers advantaaes that
the wise housewife takes
advantage of. The quality of our goods is

n

The Bank of Commerce

The price very reasonable
consistent with that quality. Our prompt delivery
insures you cakes, etc.,
fresh just when you want

them.

of Albuquerque

Extends to IeHi.sitirs Every Proper tccomniodatlnn and Solicits New AcOf ilcers and Directors: Solomon Luna, Pres.
counts. Capital, $lftO,OiMi.OO.
ident; W S. Strlckler, Vice Presloenl aud Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assistant Cashier; William Mcintosh. Gmrge Aront, J. C. Baldrldge, A. M. Black
well, (). E. Cromwell.

-

-

IS

--

PRESCRIPTIONS?
WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY.

.

TELEPHONE- TW

117 WEST CENTRAL AVENUB.

11
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'
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The Jaffa Grocery Co.
Good Things to Eat.
Mall Orders FUled Sama Day aa
Received.

OCCIDENTAL
Of New
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San Francisco anil return,

$4.r..OO, via
dlreot line, Tuesdays, Tliursduys and
Saturdays nf each week, final limit

rate

Los Angeles

Is

same limits.

S55.0O,

.

BAVNOI.O, Vtm.

i.

H. O' BULLY,

Weighted

Ut.

." Ml
Mr Fartaan spoke freely of his
and
plans ud work,
inn asked
what be QOatenptated next, said: "To
We are all the time
do new thinga.
moving like blrde. You can not explain these minute detail for they are
of audi un Infinite variety, We are
always changing mor. or lesa. Every
day bring something new, and I shall
try something new right along. l)e l.u
11
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WHEN YOU WANT

Sp ice
THAT

IS

SPICE

aja Hug

"" Yiir.K
Hai momlsport. N. V.. July 21. G.
H. Cp tlss made n Hlght of 350 yards
today In the "June Hug.'' during
which time lie attempted to turn but
I. leu
waa i nly partially successful
tenon: S- - Iflrldge. .r the Pleat (ld artillery, then mad- three short (lights,
each of about I'." yards I luring the
latter' second rtlgbt the miuhlne rose
after touching the ground about Ifia
yards from the tari and then Net
too yards further.
"

I

-

-

Kecapturc Town.
Tegucigalpa. Honduras, July 26.
The government troops today occupied the town of fhnlutcca, which
some time ago was captured by the
revolutionists and it is believed In official circles here that this practically
enrla the revolution. Many prisoner
have been taken by the government
forcee. Reports from nil over the republic Indicate thai the country Is now
It omine. no

tranquil.

You can get it at the C.
& A. Coffee Co. We make
a specialty in the lines we
carry and strictly Pure
Spice is one of our hobbies. There is a big difference in

SPICE
Talk to us about them.

Veteran of Seminóte War Dead.
Cincinnati. Ohio, July 2.- - lenenil
Joshua II. Bates, a veteran of the
civil and Hemlnole wars, died here toyear. Charle
day In his ninety-seconJ. Hot', representing the Rriultnble
Aseurance company In Hpain, and W.
M.
Balea, of 8an Francisco, are arms.
d

lUeh tiawlen lml Klomlcxl.
Antloche, Cal.. July 2(. Early thla
morning 200 feet of (he San Joaquin
river levee gave way and Jersey
comprising 4,000 acres, Including
loo acres of celery, was flooded. The
property loe le estimated at fa, 000,
000

C.

4

A. COFFEE CO.

107 S. SECOND ST.
Phone 761.

v.

Quite t'onnMcill.

"But," protested the manager,
"don't you think It looks odd for you
to wear your diamond In the character of the poor deaerted wife?"
"Oh, no," replied the actress, "yon
I have se-

must have observed that
lected for that purpose the
est aad pis net diamond!
I

OOOOOOO

Philadelphia

very small1

own."

Down

With

Koyally Too Democratic.
King Frederjck an J Queen Louise
are both very much loved in Denmark, ulthough at times the king. It
. .....
Wirr.l ... . ....... t .....
III. Murning Journal r)urlnl
...r. ,,....li ...it of I.
w
.
corpse oil
. .
York, July 26.
,
,
W,.. .V
II. ".,i.,i.i i...
lur
a man with a piece of flagstone tied tilng of his reign he used to send for
about the neck was taken from the people whom he saw from the castle
Kasl river today, and the police believe wlndowa passing through the castle
that Ho y have a murder mystery con- yard to come aim have a talk with
fronting them. The stone was wrap- him. Then, in the evening, he would
ped in it piece of loth aud a rope and take u stroll with the princesses to a
his summer resistrap holding It were passed under th.e crowded place
arm pits nnd.uhoii! the neck. The po- dence, called the "Danish Trouvllle,"
lice say that the final knot was made which Is fretiucni.il mostly by shop
between the shoulder blades. The dead people, and speak to everybody at
man's face waa mutilated beyond all random. At the castle, all sorts of
possible chance of Identification, but conditions 6f men ure received.
tin general appearance of, the i .up
HOTEL dknvi'.h, onr.Tncr. secleuds the police to believe that he was
PKR
ond AND COAL: HKST $1.50 I.OW-EXan It .li. in
The police believe that the dead man DAY liorsi.; IN THE CITY.
KATKH WEEK Oil MONTH:
may have been a victim of "Uluck
AMERICAN I'l.AN: TIP TOP AC- Hand" assaaalna.

I ot. Angeles and return,
125.00, Tuesof
days, Thursdays and Saturdays
eaeh week, limit Nov. 30.

AND MACHINE WORKS
R, P. HalL Proprietor.
EnstabllNhcd 1881.
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars, Pulleys, Q ratea,
Bars, Babbitt Metal. Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings.
Repairs on Mining and Milling Machinery our Bpeclalty.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Fouadry East Side ol ltullroad Track.

oooooxxxx:ccocgcxxx

a

T. E. Purdy, Agent
"Beginning today hacks will be furnished by Uakey's hack line at all
hours of the day and night. Prompt
und satisfactory
service. Telephone
A

1.

tr

full line of Loaded

Gun Shells

at Mcintosh

Shot
Hard-

ware Co.'s,

n.-a- i

Journal Want Ads Get Results!
Try

Would Disable a flhost.
Illustrative of the superstitions current In Dalmatia, is a case heurd in
the court of appeal at Trlest. Antonia Ingle, e widow, waa accused of
mutilating a corpse, Hnd also with disturbing the repose of the dead, by
severing the sinews In the foot of
Matlie Duda, a deceased land owner,
that
at Halona, near Mpalato. It
In that locality exists a deeply rooted
superstition that any evildoer will, after death, be lump, lied to wander
around eternally In the ahape of a
greatly distended spirit, to the terror
and discomfort of himself and all beholder. And us Duda's daughter-in-lahad reasons for fearing that he
might become h "bukodlak." aa the
Dalmatian vernacular haa It, she employed the widow to cut the ligaments In one foot, and thus prevents
any ghoetly hambllngs later.
The
lower court discharged the prisoner
because he was convinced of the
truth of the superstition and had acte"
upon motives of piety: hut the court
of appeal reversed the decision and
sentenced her lo three days Imprisonment for miHtreataaent of a corpse
se.-m-

S-

OR

W. L. Trimble & Co.
.Livery,

Feed and Sale Stables. First
'class Turnouts at reasonable rates.
Telephone 8- N. Second St.
F. W. DANNENFKLSER,
THE
POPULAR BARBER, HAS TAKEN
CHA HOE OF THE TEAS IE R SHOP.
FRED II A VI Nr.; TAKEN A POST
; RAD II ATE COURSE IN THE ART
IF VOI' ARE IN NEED OF ANY CAN NOW SATISFY THE MOST
THING DAINTY IN THE tilttW'ERY FASTIDIOUS.
LINE VOL CAN ALWAYS FIND IT
AT F. ti PRATT A CO., il l MOUTH
A full line of Loaded Shot
SECOND.
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N.

DIARRHOEA

ML

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

i
There

Is no neiil of anyone Buffering long tvtili this dlaeaae, for

DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.

to effect a quick cure U is only
necessary to take a few do sea of
Colic.Chol-er-

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

- COME.

Chamberlain's

--

a Morning Journal Want! Journal Want Ads Get Results! ware Co.'s,

T

OM MODATION

An advertisement In tl.e CI as-elfied Columns of the Morning

Journal will probably rent
those vacant rooms within the
a ueit twenty-fou- r
hours.

Coronado Tent City and return, $35,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday!
of each week, limit Wov. 30.

or

Osa,

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY

San Diego and return. $35.00, Tuesof
days, Thursdays and Saturdays
each week, limit Nov. 30.
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Via

RESEHVB.

UDOAL

THR 3TANDABU P l K'lJOB AND TUB BAFBGtlAsUsB MTaaV
IJBHK BV THE LAWN OF NEW YORK, WITH AM BOOMOslV Of SLAM
AOKMENT.KlllalXKI BY FEW ANO RXUKIXBlt BV MOMB.
YOU HAVE THIKII THB EAST, NOW TBV TUB WEST.
AND
MUMCV AT HOHB.
THB BEST COMPANY FOB AOBNTS. WBITB FOB FABTHlVLAsMk
WBITBS

i.

Nov. 30.

ftctfoo and Arlsona.

OLD LINK

CO.

HOME OFFICE, ALBUQUEItQUE, N. M.

e,

fights at

LIFE INSURANCE

REPORT OF CONDITION MAY

a

and Diarrhoea Remedy
In fart. In moat case one doae la
sufficient. It never falla and can
he relied upon In the moat severe and dangerous cases. It Is
equally valaaMe for ctdklrrn
'and Is i he means of saving the
lives of many children each year
In the world' history no medicine has ever met with greater
enceras.

Price 25c. Large Size 50c.

$1,635,118.67
. 89,836.22
Bonds, securities ami real estate
308,000.00
cmiiiciit Bonds
929,433.69
Cash on haiul and In bank! ...
loans and Discounts

Cash resources
TOTAL

14, 1901.

Capital
Surplus and Profits
In nlallon
Deposits

$ 200,000.00
62,591.91
200,000.00
2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69
$2,962,388.51

total

$2,962,388 61

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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BASEBALL

National League.
C3'

;

Chicago
New York
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Boston

4

35
35
36
38

1$

i

4

60
.

!

38
.31

Brooklyn..:
St. Louis
.A

turril

hi i

Detroit
fit. Louis
Chicago
Cleveland
Philadelphia

K 1

.526
.513
.447
.373
.357

47
52
54

80

,

.r.83
.'.

4fi

41

."!t

42
40
33
32

43
48
51
57

.494
.456
.384
.360

ONE-THIR-

AMERICAN

V

BULAS

IN

BEATEN

I

:

CUR

Si. t.oui 8; Washington :!.
St. Louis. July 20. Fly hunching
hits In the first and second Innings,

GAME WITH

1

10'

SALMON GRAYS

1

scored seven runs, which gave
them the second, game against Washington. 8 tn 3.
BEST BALL PLAYING OF
R. H. E.
Score
St'. Louis
7
8
0
310 010 0
YEAR AT OLD TOWN PARK
3
BOO (too
3 L0
. . 03o
Washington
Bailey, Howell
and
Batteries
Stephens; Kelly, Johnson, Warner und Good Fortune and Good PlayStreet.

Wins For

ing

From

Boys

Chicago S; Philadelphia I.
Santa Fe; Game Pleases
Chicago, July J6. Chicago defeated
1 hiladelphia here today, 2 to 1. in a
Good Crowd.
hard (ought ten inning game.
U H. K.
Scon
S
Chicago . ...OOK 000 000
Santa Fe defeated
the Bardas
Philadelphia .000 ono 000 1 1 7
Qrays by the score of four to three
Batteries Walsh and Sullivan;
and Schreck.
at Traction Park
yesterday after
noon in the best exhibition of baseIXtroll B; New York 2.
ball that has been witnessed on the
Detroit, July 26. Manning as hit
local diamond this season. Santa Fe
ón
by
tWo
hard, a triple
Cubb. with
base in the first Inning, practically won out by a scratch. Fortune sepm.
putting him out of his game.
i d to favor the Ancient City
boys and
R. H. E to frown on
Score
lads.
Barcias
The
the
1
II
302 000 01"
Detroit
was fast
2 game
and well played
New York
100 001 000 2
Schmidt; throughout. About six hundred fans
Batteries Mullin
and
Manning, Orth und Blair
turned out to see the exhibition und
were treated to a real live game of
WESTERN L EAGLE.
ball. The day was rather warm, but
the rooters In the grand stand didn't
Pueblo Heatcn Twice.
Omaha. July 20. Omaha took both seem to mind thut Just a long as the
games of a double-heade- r
from Pueblo players kept the ball rolling. Jimmy
today beuguse the visitors could hit Lopes was In the box for Santa Fe
neither Hhoades nor Hall.
and pltehed fairly good ball. The
It. H. E.
First game
behind him was better than San003 010 01' 5 9 :i ta Fe is usually able to muster and
Omaha
1
.001 010 0103 4
Pueblo
this ,vus a quite a factor In the final
Batteries Rhoudes and Gonding; result of the game. Bill Petlus, who
Galgano and Mltxe.
formerly played with local learns,
H. H. E. was the big chief for Santa Fe. Pet-tu- s
Second game
300 120 30' a 10 1
Omaha
practically won the game for the
010 O00 001 2 6 3 visitors.
Pueblo
He
played an errorless
Batteries Hull and Lcbrand; Owen game, made two of the four runs
and Mitze.
1

Dy-ge- rt

1

1

ld

sloux 1t 7; Danver tt.
Sioux City, July 2. Sloux City won
the third straight gume from Dejiver
today In the twelfth inning.
It. H. E.
Score
Sloux City .202 00 1 100 0017 i) 2
Denver
..oil oio 030 000 fl 9 I
Batteries Furchner and Shea;
Chaheek and MeDonough.
.

n,

Lincoln 10; IKs Moines I.
Des Moines, July
Lincoln won
today's game from Dos Moines on er-

2.

rors.
Score

It. H E.

Des Moines

.000 103 000

.

Lincoln
Batteries

4

2p10

200 141

11

Nelson, aBles and
Wasson and Zlnran.

AMERICAN
At Louisville:

apolis

2

0
Wel-gar-

t;

ASSOCIATION.

Louisville

City

This Mark Stands forj

m
If

1

i

10

.

i

Women's

Tub

8!

with having shot and killed Barbara
Rieg in a Brooklyn park a few days
ago,
on
will be given a hearing
Wednesday.
The coroner's Inquest Into the death
of Huzel Drew, the victim of the Teal
pond murder mystery, will begin at
Avertll Park, near Troy, on Monday,
President Fallerles, of Prance, will
visit Kinperor Nicholas. at Revel, arriving Monday afternoon and departing Tuesday evening.
Count Hon! de Castcllane's suit
against the Princess de Sugan. his former wife, for the possession of their
three children, will come up In Paris
W. H. Taft will be formally notified
on Wednesday, but probably will not
of his nomination as republican candibe tried before the fall term of court.
date for president of the United Su;
I.e
on Tuesiluy at" Cincinnati, wher.
win deliver his speech of acceptance
oullining the issues of the campa p i
ll response tn the notification speed-bSenator Warner, of Missouri, chairman of the notification committee.
The notification day ceremonies will
form one of the principal events on
this week's political game. Mr. Taft
expects to return to Hot Springs, Va.,
on Wednesday.
W. J. Bryan, the democratic presidential nominee, on his return trip
from Chicago to Lincoln, will stop off
at imaha Monday to attend a banquet
in his honor Monday evening given by
the business men of that city. Mr.
Bryan expects to reach Lincoln Tues-

ASSOCIATED

FOR

Belts

day.
party will hold
In Chicago
Its nation:1 convention
Monday to place In nomination candidates for president and vice president
of the United States.
West Vlrginiu democrats will hold
their state convention In Charleston
Wednesday to place a slate ticket In
nomination.
On Saturday the republican congressional committee will open headquarters In the St. James building. New
York. Frank H. Hitchcock, chairman
cf the republican national cummlttee.
is expected to be in New York that
The Independence

-

day.
The

trial of In Whan Chang, the
Korean charged with the murder of
Durham W. Stevens, who was diplomatic advisor to the Japanese government. Is expected to begin In San
FranrNeo on Monday.
Policeman David Sheliard. charged

in appeuüell work, and
embroidered, with pearl'
buckles;
regular price,
2.V
Hb at, each

HY HOODS, MILLINERY AN

WOMrtN'8
PBOR E ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

2.

RBADY-TO-WKA-

Our Buyer

is Now in the eastern market

iM.iiwnK
ion oi we' iii'iiianos i'hiiii' ramic'ii
I'Minir is ii ii
very
make upon us this Fall and Winter and In consequent
lar's worth of women's apparel has been marked down to the
est notch.
m i

ti;h.

rare

d

One-fourt-

h

i

Car-tli.ig- e

Slojlpill oil si i n nib

il

ship.

ann

was aground
a seaport

Hamburg.
assistance

i

a

dollow-

HCST

Rooms

Physician and Surgeon
$ and 8. N. T. Armllo

hullií- -

Ing, Albuquerque. N. M.

& TULL
Practice Limited
ICye, Eur, Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe ('oast
Lines. Office State National Bank
1:30
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a.

DRS. SHADRACH

to

5

p. m.

IIOMF.OPATHS.
& HlloNSON
Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Nairn's Drug Store. Phones: Office 28: residence, 100. Albuquer-

DR8. B RONDON

que, N. M.

DENTISTS,
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Rooms
744.

Dental Surgeon.
Barnett building. Phone.
Appointments made by mall.
3,

ASS
W.

Y

KltS.

JKNKS

Assayer.
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer.
Box
60S West F'sull avenue. Posioffli
17.1. or at office nf F. U
Kent,
113 SOUlh

Third sheet

CIVIL RNGINF.EItK.

j

PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before C. S. Lund Depart
nient. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engineering. Hold avenue, opposite
Morning Journal office.

lili

Children's

YiHiK

niI

twr

Belts
While and patent leather,
some with Buster Brown,
others with harneas buckles; regular prices 35c. to
,'iOe, regular át. each 25:

Mde, of Integrity

Off

One-Ha- lf

PETTICOAT
SPECIAL
VALUES

large and varied assorlmeut of
Children's Dresses, In all colora, made
of good quality tilngham.
Pereile
Stitch Braid.
trimmed Hi Feather
Kmlii older) ami Tucking
A

Ulugham I'ettieoata
made
with deep ruffled flounce. Spec-

Wash

Your choice of all sizes
25c and 3&c.

broken llnef Taffeta Silk
in blacx and white stripe
and solid colors Special . ,$4.

Pet-tkoa- ts

I
quality BlaVk Sateen Petticoat,
accordion and tin ki d
flounee mide with the famous
Special ...$'2. 85
Mi;,
Yoke.
broken line f Taffeta Silk PcttlwiaU in changeable and solid
colors, mail with circular, lucked and tailored riot
..Y OH
Special . .

i

ili-i'-

Silk Glove Specials
1

"

iwo-rlas-

two-clas-

Tag

ECOfcOMUT

t,o t o, worth to $1.60. at
worth to $2. GO at
Lot
Lot 2, worth to $3.50. at
l.ut 3, worth to $5.00, at
Lot 4, worth to 7.50, at
Lot 5. worth to $.00, at
Lol 6. worth to $10. 00. st
Lot 7, worth to $11.60, at
tot N, worth 10 $15 00, at
Lot . wrth to $as,50. at

A

.

MILLINERY SALE
Such pretty hats, too, and
the season tiny will be out of
borough flowered trimmed ha

t

if we keep them until too late In

style
$1.55

(

NADIA
CORSET
SPECIAL

H5c

ial
A

OHc
button black or brown silk glove. $2.00 values
Mc
button black or brown silk glove, 1100 values
$1.85
11.70 qualltv Kavser
button silk glove
Ég.tS quality Kuyser 16 button silk glove
$2.25
M.TI quality Kuyser 16 button silk glove
$3.75
$3.50 quality Kayser embroidered arm
en. qualltv
Mr
Kavser glove, small slxc
p
75c
Kayser glove, small sites
$1.00 quailty
$1.00
Kayser glove, small sixes
$1.50 quailty two-clacolors,
In
white,
black,
pink,
The above Includes entire stock
all
sky, tan, brown, etc
,
ifn. lAr
glove,
kind
Child's two clasp lisle

WASH OR TUB SUITS

i

tilngham Petticoats, dainty
stripes, made with bias ruffle
19c
flounce. Special

l

Choice nf Hun Women's and Misses, Wash Dresses, une and two
piece styles, made of lingerie, mulls, white or figured lawns, while
lim ns and colored madras cloths. We still have an excellent assortment of sl.es and styles to choose from. We have lot numbered every
one of these wash dresses for easy choosing and prices have been
slashed below cost of manufacture to effect a clearance.

$Ho

100k.

I

These CorseU are made
for us, the brand
own
and we guarta our
antee them.
Nadla style 2 and I, worth
$1.60 and ar as good
a any $1.60 Corset you
can buy; our Introduc$1.00
tory Price
Nadla Style 6, $1.76 value
$L3ft
at
Nadla Style II and II are
the styles you usually
pay 11.0$ for, at.. $1.10
Compare them and it
not as we say your money
will be refunded.
specially

$!.

f

1

Wash

1

WASH DRESSES at About
One-HaPrice
lf

Every woman In Albuquerque who knows smart apparel knows
what this Kale means to her, and will at once realize the Importance
of It. This "Is hii event that WILL SAVE VOL' MONEY.
ON THESE (ARMENTS .H ST WHEN VOL' ARK NEEDING
THEM MOST.
All Wash Jacket Sulla.
All Wash Skirts.
All White Wool Suits.
All White Wool Skirts.
All White Woor Coats
All Pongee Coats.
All Black Silk fonts.
All Rain Coats.
All Lace Coats All Silk Jacket Suits.

CHILDREN'S
DRESSES

sp

pin abroad
filuokstadt.
miles from
n n!
to hef

iii

i

me

I

JeHMMLI

EXCIiL'SIVICLI.
GARMENT
FILLED PROMPTLY.

R

MAIL ORDERS

of Arnold's Oritanille. Mleuon. Calumet. Batiste and Tis
sue luxuriant, Bohemian tissue and chiffon brilliant, selling
regular at 12V4c and 15c. On ale while they last, per yard

In one of
i games played
here this season
the
Belen defeated the Carthage team by
the score of 12 to 4. In the first
trifle
Inning the Belen players were
nervous, making four erroni all of
which were costly and netted the
boys four runa. After this the
Belenltes steadied down aftd played
errorless ball and Carthage's acore for
the balance of the (ame cemslitttd
g. N"t
of one long string Of gonae
Sunday Helen goes to Carthage to give
the coal miners an opportunity for
revenge. The score by Innings:
H. H. K.
Score
4
12 U
2 09x
334
Bee
4
4 11
Carthage . ..400 00 mm
irwfn;
Batteries Bixkwlth and
Dm and Edwards.
Ben Welller and- Weber.
Umpire

Walter.
Phone 106.

10 8.

i

50 Pieces of Wash Goods

Results in Defeat of Men
From Coal Camp; Return
Matcti Next Sunday,
.tlrln

Phone 38

L

R.

T.N.Linville
508 W. Central.

BCHTON- --

R. L.

Highland Office.
Albuquerque, N. M.

You can't possibly make
good coffee from an Inferior brand. Crystal
coffee, at 30 cents per
pound, we confidently believe, is the best brand
ever sold in Albuquerque.

SOLÉ AGENT.

N. M.

PHYSICIANS AND SliHJFONS.
DR.

Tea

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY OOODS hOUSE,

AT LACB coi
offering will be found In a limited quantity of fine
e
Skills and Material for
White Itatlste Robes,
Waists at less than cost of material until closed. These robes are reg,
$18.50
ular $20.00 and $25 00 values. This Week

un

IIUiMlrli tn tbti
N, M.. July

Albuquerque,

Coffee and

Fast Game at Cut Off Town

Helen.

Attorney at Law
Office in First National Bank building

Delicious

7c

HprrUI

,

U, W. D. BRYAN

IHE WEEK

i

CARDS

ATTORNEYS.
JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney at Law
Collections Made. New State National
Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, N. M.

FORECAST

NEWS

Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL

PRESS

THE ECONOMIST

EXTRA SPECIAL
BELEN

.

;

Semi-mad-

CI

.

j

Embroidered Batiste Robes
Below Cost
A

E BEATEN

j

I

Mdse. of Integrity.

2; Minne-

4.

2io:

'

MM. M. HEHGER,

THE ECONOMIST

4.

At Toledo:
Toledo J; Milwaukee fi.
At Columbus: Columbus 3; Kansas

made by Santa Fe, and Inspired con- - here or in Sunta Fe has not yet been
tidcnie Into the rest of his team at decided.
times when It looked a If they were
The st ore:
going up In the air. Hidalgo and
BARKLAS GRAYS.
Players
Weeks for the Grays both pltehed
PO A E
good hall. At the end of the first half Perea. c
7
t 2
4
4
0
oi me nintn inning me seore was VAiarid. ss
In favor of Santa Fe.
to
4
2
Then the Hidalgo, n and lb.
i
4
0
0
Bátelas lads donned their batting Salaxar, 3b
0
0
2
clothes and came very near winning Weeks, lb and p.. 4
4
the game at the eleventh hour. The1 Perea rf
?
4
1
0
rooters In the grand star.fi became ex-- ) Narvhc i f
1
0
4
cited and crowded down Into the quar De Blassi, If
0!
ter stretch and some of them got aoUlonzales.
,
close" to the diamond that the players
3 10 27 10
4
were unable to olay ball.
39
The local Totals
boys found Lopex at last and nearly
SANTA FE
every man u.o hit the ball. De Blassi
Players
PO A K i
7
0
made a single, but Gonzales fanned, j Stanton, lb
0
0
2
Then "Gordo," Perea made a pretty J. Vanbuig.
o
l
hit advancing De Blassi to second. Turr, m . .
Alarld, who never falls to make a hit. Peltus, c .
j 21 Oj
knocked a liner out In center field. C. Parsons. rf
0
0
2
De Blassi, who was on second, was Lopez, p ....
0
advanced to third, and started home. J. A roe. If ..
1
3 I
On account of poor coaching, how- - H. Alarld, 2b
ever, he did not play the buses as he Bowen, 3b
should have and was nut out at home.
31 4 10 27 ü 4
Then Pete Hidalgo went to the bat Total
and knocked a ball over the eenter- Scon by innings:
100 000 002 -- 3 10 4
f'.elder's head, bringing in Perea and Harelas
4
4 10
. .110 100
100
Alarld and making second himself. Santa Fe
Two bse lilts. Hidalgo.
Hit by
Salazar. the next man up. who is us
ually good for a hit, failed to con- - pitched ball, Perea. Struck out: By
nect with the ball properly and was Hidalgo, U by Weeks, 6: by Lopez.
put out, on a pop fly. This retired the 6. Bases on balls: Off Hidalgo, 2;
side and the game was over. How-- . Off Weeks, 2. Stolen bases: Stanton,
ever, It looked pretty blue for the Pettus (2). H. Alarld, Bowen, Weeks
visitors for a few minutes. If Hidalgo Perea. Passed balis, Perea 2. Time
could have made a run It would have of game: Two hours and fifteen mln-tie- d
core and a tenth Inning utes. Umpire: Snapper Hale,
the
.
would have been necessary to decide
Weeks was Just beginthe contest.
ning to warm up about the ninth in- LAGUNA INDIANS WIN
ning, and Lopet was plainly becomFROM CASA BLANCA TEAM
ing fatigued and there is no telling
what would have happened. But
Srelsl lllnpillrh lu the .Murntiu Juurnul
Fe boys were playing in good
Laguna, N. M. July 2ti. The la
luck and the game went to them. guna Indlap defeal. d Ike I'lisu Hl.ni- a
The fans; as well as the Barcias baseball learn at Cusa Blanca today
w ie satisfied
with tlw result.
The oy tB(. sen. of to i. The game was
game was unusually free from wrang- - hurd fought from start to finish, and
ling about the decisions of the urn- - was witnessed by a large number of
pire and the playing on both sfdeti was funs from Laguna and Vthnr nearby
Next Sunday the villages.
clean throughout.
The. Cusa Blanca team was
Browns and the Barcias ads will play composed nf Indians from that village
the second of their series of three and played good ball, but were not
games. The Sunday after next the strong enough for Cuptain Harvey's
drays will play another game w ith Laguna team. Batteries: Spencer and
Santa Fe. Whether It will be played Pradt ; Homero pi Pino.
i
'

l,i:.(.l'K.

22

D

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President.

DECKER.

JOHN

Won. Ixist P.C
38
53
.582
38
52
.578
49
42
.538
4 7
.."K
60
3
54
.419
57
83
.367

Des Moines

FRANCISCO

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

Western League.
Sioux City
Omaha
Lincoln
Denver
Pueblo .

THE MAIN LINE OF THE

The Santa Fe Hallway Company has here the largest terminal yards on Its system from Chicago to California which with an elegant Harvey Eating House, a ii.mmHlious depot, mail and express ofHce; roundhouse
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate 4,088 cars. The lots offered for sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade trecls, etc.
CASH; BAI.ANCK ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FliOM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN
THE PRICES OF LOrs A HE LOW; TERMS EASY,

Won. Lost P.C.
34
.618
55
37
52
.584
si 38 .573

Washington
New York

ON

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN UNE THRÓUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

lcaguc.

Bobton

MILES SOl'TH OF ALHl'Ql'EHtjrE. NEW MEXICO,

THIRTY-ON- E

IX) SAN

.02
.

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

Cut-O- ff

SAN TA l'K SYSTEM LRADING
BAST AMD WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AND GALVESTON
AND OLD MEXICO.
THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE 1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
Helen, New Mexico, lies III the valley of the Rio Grande. It Im- - fine shade trees and a lieiiutlful lake. School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club. Mercantile Store
of all classes, Patent Holler Mills, a Winery, the
new Hotel Helen, with all modern improvements; restaurants. Brick Yard, two Lumber Yard, etc, etc, etc.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND

IS

BFLF.X

lyist P.C.

Willi

Pittsburg

Located on the Belen

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

OF THE TEAMS.

STANDING

27, 1908.

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEAGUE

W

MONDAY, JULY

MORNING JOURNAL,

fl:t BH
UH

$l.tk
.VM

$7.
$H.N

S.M

$13.50
1

.

I

THE ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING JOURNAL,

t

27, 1908.

MONDAY, JULY

counties will be Instructed for Judge
Mann, although
Andrew s and hi
MINE HITCHCOCK
LITTLE
workers Jiave been wading deep Into ANOTHER BIG
Alamo-territory around
the Judge
gord.. In an effort to keep the county
unlnxtrurted.
BRYAN
The routing week, and particularly
DEAL IN CHANT
THE DELEGATE
the two or three day after AugUHt Int.
will throw much more light on the
F0R RENT--Ro- omt
HELP WANTED Male
general situation.
lntrcM in UtgMMlve K.ht lions.
High graoe men to fill ofFOR RENT A nice room with modPolitical Foes Exchange Pleas- WANTED
fice, mercantile and technical posiIn the mean time an Interest I be
SITUATION
ern conveniences. Inquire COS W.
In the southwest. Southwestern
Ing shown In legislative nominations
Silver, or phone 1136.
tf
Chicago Hotel; tions
in
antries
Property
Loar
01
E. Central
Personal
Business Association,
which ha not been apparent for some
FOR RENT Furnished iwouia, niu
M. Phone
N.
Albuaueroue,
avenue.
yearn, not even when two years ago
Hearst Ignores Commoner 267.
or lodging; largo,
housekeeping
tf
organization
f the lower
house
the
light and modern; bath, etc.; one
PropadMogollón
good
man
Young
of
Consolidated
WANTED
ANDRtWS FINDS SMALL
Who Reciprocates,
was made the ehlef business of the
dress for lucrative position In New ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, ORGANS, block north of park. S. E. cor. Eighth
Financed and
Finally
ENCOURAGEMENT IN EAST: Itursumaremuchine. The demócrata, an
erties
Mexico.
Excellent salary and liberal Horses, Wagon and other Chattels; st. and Knt ave. Rates moderate.
usual,
first in the field with their
Can use married man also on Salarias and Warehouse ReMorning Journal Hperlsl I. eased Wire.
I By
commissions.
RENT Room at 422 North 6th
district convention, and in several
Immediate Revival ot Work Chicago, July 26. William J. Bryan whose wife can assist him. No can- ceipts, aa low as $10.00 and as high as FOR
No sick.
legislative
districts
the
democratic
and
quickly
made
are
50.00.
SI
Loans
Write,
More Interest Manifest This
agency
scheme
spent the greater part of today quietly vassing, no
The
in the District Will Result,
have been called.
private. Tima: One month to FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
giving age, training and all facts, N. strictly
keeping; also bedrooms with or
con
county
year
AnChaves,
Eddy
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Cottage Plan to Be Followed Arizona Man
by the Promoter of Latest
Eradication
I

Í

enclosure to be, aot lee than four feet
be conatruclel of
in height and
posts and wire 'rails, ixdes, pickets,
stone adobe or any other substantial
material or one or more of the materials specified." This section, however must be constructed in connecre144 above
section
tion wltb
ferred, to which Is a part of the same
act and must be taken simply as denning the character of the enclosure,
which will justify
the recovery of
damages under the provisions of section 144 giving damages for breaking-throug"any lawful enclosure." Section 152 serves eolely to qualify this
first provision of 144 and cannot be
constructel as absolutely nullifying
the other branch of section 144 giving
damages for tresspassing upon the
character cultivated Melds or orchards
or vineyards therein referred to. This
is clear upon the well settled principal of statutory construction that all
portions of an act shall be given effect

Their Text of a Decision by Judge
Will Give Jack
Pope on Case Bearing DRabbits Freedom of Plains,
irectly on Present Difficulty

Institution; Andrews Invades!
Judge Mann's Territory,

Declares

McCormick Line of Implements
n

wm

m

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

RAABE & MAUGER

in Roosevelt County,
Prescott, Arizona, July 25. A radical changu Is needed In the game
laws of this territory, In the opinion
I Special CorreapoBdencs
Morals Jon ran 1. of
J. R. Beatson, of
The following Is the text of a deAlamagordo. July 25. Alamo Cot-tB- this county, who Is visiting his stock cision by Judge W. H. Pope, of the
If possible.
sanitarium for the treatment of ranch here from the Congress Junc- fifth New Mexico district, upon a case
It may be added that the conclusion
country.
tion
direct bearing on the fencing reached upon this point is strongly
tuberculosis te no longer a matter of
"It is Imperative to the stock In- having
conjecture, but Is an assured fact, so terests of the territory that the bounty problem now causing serious anxiety Sustained by the provision of secto the farmers
and cattlemen of tions 1823 and 1824. C. L. 1897. being
W. A. Reed, the founder, declaren. In- should be removed from coyotea and Roosevelt county:
w the act of April 3, 1884, which proplaced on Jackrabblts," Beatson, who
stead of accepting the loeation""ne"ar Is a man of affairs, said yesterday In the District Court of Roosevelt vides that persons cultivating lands
county. Nete Curtis, plaintiff, vs. shall be required to fence such cultiNew Mexico Blind Institute Mr. Reed In conversation with Chairman Srnlfh
of the board of supervisors, and a
Solomon Bond, L. P. Strayhorn. de- vated lands with, a substantial fence
hRs bought twenty acres of the old Journal-Mine- r
representative.
"The
fendants. No. 346.
defined in such sections, and which
Lynch homestead, on the Alamogordo Jackass rabbit Is ruining the ranges
Opinion.
further provides that no claim for
grasses
plants.
the
and
fodder
With
Canon road, just a mile and a half slaughter of coyotes due to the $1
This Is an Injunction suit brought damages shall be made without such
WRITE: US ABOUT
from town, a lettle south of due east. bounty on these animals, the Jackrab-bi- t by the plaintiff to restrain the defend- fence, but further provides by secpopulation is Increasing at an ants, Solomon Bond and U P. Stray-hor- tion 1824 that this act Is to apply to
Nestling In the edge of the
MACHINERY.
who Is Justice of the peaou
alarming rate and If allowed to conof the territory lying
under the protecting shadows of the tinue the desert ranges will soon be from enforcing a certain Judgment fni only the portion
range
ranges
line between
west of the
Sacramentos to the cast, with an un- a thing of the past, as far as stock in- $140 entered by the said Justice of the six and .seven. As Roosevelt county WE ARK TIIK FARM MACHINERY
terests are concerned. The coyote Is peace, as a result of a statutory probroken view of Alamogordo, the the mortal enemyy of the rabbit. His
does not lie west of that range lino
AND WAGON PEOPLE.
73 of the
this prohibition against recovery of
White sands and the distant
love for rabbit meat Is proverbial. ceeding .under chapter
d
by
certain damages for lack of fence does not
The rabbit shuns the haunts of the of 1903, based upon damage
Sn Andrea to the west, the ' location covote
and rarelv escanes with his life cattle belonging to the plaintiff.
apply and upon the principle that the
Is ideal.
Upon the argument the validity H expression of one prohibition Is the
when the latter gets on his trail. Coy-- i
Work will 1). began on the admin Ote also destroy vermin ifl the foot-- 1 this Judgment is assailed upon thrco exclusion of the other, there is a
hills and deserts. They sometimes grounds: (1) That the statutory no- strong implication
lstiatlon lulIcMng
next week
the right to
.... icen on lamDS ano are areaaea ny tices provided by chapter 73 of lue recover damages in that
r&rvHlv i uv-- 'ij
i..
the absence of a
,, Í..7k
ahéap owners hut their destructive
Vi
tho fence was considered by the legisla 9
Identified with p&cty , far less than that of the Jack- - laws of 903. were not given
, ,., .,,M'.
in,- Ht'vera, years rahh t which destroys the roots of the plalntiff prior to the entry of Jud,,
ture as reserved to the citizens living
and surely ought to bo successful In grasses, leaving the ranges barren ment, and that he had no notice what- in the section of the territory emnitor
until
proceedings
the
of
ever
this undertaking.
wastes. The rabbit is also destructive
braced within the Fifth Judicial dis(Í) That the Jm
New Mexico Baptist College of Ala- tn yming fruit trees. Flocks of them such Judgment.
trict. With the validity of sections
oryonug
Jubeyond
being
the
destroy
Is
entire
void as
mogordo is putting into circulation an sometimes
1823 and 1824 as special legislation
by eating the tender shoots, risdiction of the Justice of the peace
attractive catalogue fresh from the chards
we need not here deal, but as Indicaon their hind legs and browstanding
under the organic act. (3) That the tive of the state of the legislative
Advertiser press. The list of students sing far up the young tree: .'
proceedings were invalid for the mind they are valuable on matters of
for the session of 11107-0shows repBeatson warring whole
With
resentatives from three states, the .... Ihn I'ji.lrUHU I'm i tit lilt.. It ltll reason that hte land of the defendant. construction.
Independent, however,
territory of New Mexico and one for- - next legislature, hostilities may also B"nd. was not fenced, and that under these last two sections, the provisions
1003
laws
of
73
of
the
elsrn country.
This college Is as eood, he commenced against the quail, a the said chapter
of chapter 73 of the laws of 1903 are
as anv Institution of its kin.l in Npw protected game bird, by Verde valley proceedings He only in the case of as stated above sufflclatitly clear on
farmers, who claim flocks of the galli- lands legally fenced.
Mexico, and lacks only age and
the subject to give damages In the
naceous birds annually cause havoc
The court Is of opinion that the first
to tin
Some of the ground is well taken. Upon the proofs case of cattle trespassing upon
crruin crons.
Captain W. B. Brack of Orogrande, Vlllley f.irm,.ri, advocate establishing
land.
whatwill address the democrats of Otero an open quail season Hie year round, the plaintiff had no legal notice
first above
On the two grounds
any
of
or
WE HAVE FORTY
county at the court house. Alamocoi - allowing hunters to enjoy themselves ever of this proceeding,
permanent injunction
the
mentioned
judgafter
damage
until
for
claim
good
In
shooting
birds.
will
the
Monday
do.
evening. Captain Brack
MENS WASH VESTS
1 of chapter
73, will be granted against the enforceIs said to be a most pleasing speaker Reasons quail brood three times and ment. Under section
coinpallned of.
1,10 owner of the field ment of the judgment
of
right
the
IN FANCY COLORS
and his address will no doubt be well other 1?. b1 JTESP "Lm !Z are damaged
this injunction will, as to the
i" proceed by appraisers to and
worth Hearing.
destructive to quail and some farmers In. followed by a judgment of the Jus- defendant, Solomon Bond embody an
HARDLY TWO
Delegate W. H. Andrews passed ,BO M flir ag to advocate taking the
a Injunction against said Bond Interferof
through Alamogordo yesterday en bounty off wild cats, although the tice of the peace, based upon Issuch
ing
harassing
cattle
the
or
with
given
of the said appraisers.
ALIKE WORTH
public range,
upon
route from Car r lacran to some point In latter sometimes carry away their report
only aftef the owner has been duly no- the plaintiff processthe
the western part of the territory. A spring broilers and occasionally feast
law.
of
except
under
$1.50 TO $4.00
of the damage and has failed to
letter received here yesterday des.!"" stuffed turkey Intended for the tified
having
It.
satisfy
to
proceed
There
oribes the Andrews meeting at far- - Thanksgiving spit.
been no such notice In this case, the
most) as having al) the cordiality
proceeding was ab initio Invalid. Tho
GAUSI
and warmth of an Ice pitcher filled
procedure provided by the chapter just
I
with green lemons. Klght or ten An- GERMAN
referred to comes very near to being,
drews enthusiasts were at the depot
if, indeed, it is not, within the prohere to exchange confidences with
vision against taking property withretheir chief. Notwithstanding
all
EDDY
JOT
out due process of law, and a strict
ports to flic contrary the Andrews
compliance with its terms Is necessary
REACH
PARIS
xentiment Is In Alamogordo. His men
to the validity of any proceeding conare out at work, and even the most
ducted under It.
skeptical concede that his forces know
The second ground of relief Is. also,
COUNTY
get
to
how
results.
- taken, under the organic act.
ComWorld
Around
Long
Race
The socialists of Otero county are
peace
no
Jurlsdichave
of
the
Justices
this afternoon holding a meeting be
nlp.tfifl .AmfirifianS
TraVftllillff
Hon where the debt, or sum claimed.
.
.
SEE THEM IN OUR
ginning at two o'clock, which will
0 shall exceed $ 00. This proceeding,
elect delegates to the county conven,
Through Prussia,
by which it is sought, upon a Judg-Farmers and Fruit Groweis
SECOND STREET
tion, and Immediately following will
ment of a Justice of the peace, to col
he the convention and nominate the (Br Morning Journal Soectol ImmI Win,.
Now Assured of Fine Crops;
lect damages in the sum of $140. Is
ticket of county officers. No halfway
WINDOW
Paris, July 26. The Oeman auto- clearly inimical to the organic act.
measures are countenanced by that mobile In the New York to Paris race
homéseekers Still Coming
This sufficiently disposes of the
party; It evidently believes in doing arrived here this evening and was present case, but, In view of the im
on Every Train.
light now whatever Is to be "did."
greeted with foud cheers by the Sun- portance of the third question raised.
Tj. P. Furris, western manager is In
day promenaders as It swept up the both In other pending cases and be
Alamogordo arranging for an engage- crowded boulevards to the finish post, cause of Its effect upon any further Iftperlnl Correapoadeaea Morning Journal.
ment for Elmer T. Clark the celebra- and escorted hy a large number of claim for damages arising out of this
Carlsbad, N. ,M., July 24. Big
ted lecturer on business and commer- automobiles. As the German car had particular transaction, the views of the
cial topics.
Mr. Clark will he In Ala completed the circuit of the world at court will be given on this last point rains all over the country have mude
mogordo about the middle of August Berlin Its arrival here today was not
The direct question Is presented as glad the heart of the farmer and
and In all likelihood will lecture un- attended by any official ceremony. to whether unfeticed crops are within stockman. Crops arc made now withder the auspices of Alamo Business The American car Is reported near the protection of chapter 73. and
122 8. 2d. 119 W. Gold.
out any further irrigation, and tho
Men's club.
whether damages to unfenced crops
Berlin.
Is assured of a good supply
It Is announced as pructically certain can be recovered In the courts of this stockman
f all, rle.s sails tor Itcval.
that the American car in the New territory. I am of opinion that both of winter grass and fat cattle next
questions must be answered spring. Over four Inches or rain has
York to Palis race will be adjudged of ti
Stockholm. July 26. President
In the affirmative. Chapter 73 of the
of France sailed today on board the winner owing to the
fallen here within the past week.
TRY
the French gunboat Caaslnl, for Reval
of the German competitors with laws of 1903 supercedes section 144 of Avulon dam has twenty-on- e
feet of
lat1897.
Compiled
of
Luws
This
the
race.
to meet Emperor Nicholas.
certain conditions governing the
water in It and la spilling into the Peter law provides for damages by any cos; this Is the lust time this dam
animals "which shall break over, or has been full slnco the completion of
under, or through, or Into any lawful the work. Lake McMillan
Is over
enclosure, or which shall trespass half full and rising rapidly. With
upon the cultivated fields, or land, or
tl.e crops practically made without
lands sown in (fnmestlc grasses, or clo- I urther Irrigation und the reservoirs
vers for hay or pasture, or orchards,
fUil of water, there never was a betor vineyard lands." It requires but a
valter
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL LUMBER.
reading of this section of the statute ley. priepect for the future of the
Just quoted to see that damages are
continue to come
Honieaeekers
In two
allowed
Instances one for every
day, and three farms have
Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex FKntkote Roofing.
breaking into a lawful enclosure and
Week. When
a
the other for trespassing upon certain changed hands this
Is sold to a
project
under
this
farm
fields, orchards and vineyards. Secstranger. It does not mean aa It does IT TASTES AND LOOKS LIKE
tion
of chapter 73, of the laws of
lfl,1. which, by operating fully on the In many localities, that ho is buying MAPLE SYRUP AND IS OVER
It mean
Albuquerque, New Mexlct
North First Street.
same subject matter, superseded and simply as a speculation.
35 PER CENT CHEAPER.
repealed said section 144, provides thai this valley has a new family In
that "the damage done to any culti- Iti us the buyer must live on the land Absolutely pure sugar free from adulin the locality
vated, fields sown with grain, corn,
teration, such as gluHoce,
Iowa partus wer In Carlsbad this
vineyards, orchards, alfalfa or other
the
looking
over
week
with
situation
own domestic grasses, and to all lands
fenced and enclosed as now required the Ides of srarting a creamery. The
by the law of this territory, shall he concern whs promised 000 cows and
"Cm
wviu
ycinuii is an
paid for hy the owner of the animals arrangements are now being made to 1 -$1.00
can
gallon
committing such damage or Injury, close the deal.
( urlsbad peaches are moving stead$2.00
gallon can
2
etc." It likewise requires only a read"EVERY SIGN
PICTORIAL
ing of this provision of law to see that ily to the market now and are of exdamages are afforded thereby, both for cellent quality. Moa of the crop la
A SALESMAN"
ADVERTISING
injury to fields sown with certain iioiug to Colorado points, where it Is GOODS ON SALE AT ALL
crops and to fenced and enclosed bringing from thlrtyflve to seventy
GROCERS.
i
lands, und since damage Is allowed for cents per jeratc above the market.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
apCurry
Ueorge
has
Oovernor
both,
It Is, of course, allowed for
pointed F. O. Tracy and l4. P. Bujac.
IN THE CITY
either.
FAMOUS PEARL NECKLACE
Theae provisions of statutes are as delegates to the national IrrigaCOUNTESS
RECOVERED
so plain that they do not call for any tion congress. A large number of poo-plan: expecting to go from CarlsInterpretation anl while commenta
W.
upon the desirability of this claaa of bad to the eongreaa at Albuquerque.
Berlin. July 26. A pearl necklace
beaffty. valued at
legislation may well be made In view The party will go from here In two of extraordinary
which $60,000, which mysteriously disapof the stock Interests In this section or three Pullman' eleepers.
of the territory, such views must find will br chartered from here and re- peared from the apartment), of Couns tess
Von Wartensleben one evening
their proper forum for expression in main in Albiiqueniuo during the
and fair.
last February when she was attendlegislative rather than Judicial halls.
"he people of Carlafcod are much ing the opera, has been found. The
It Is strongly urged by counsel,
Interested In the I'Kpatchea from dif- countess- maid has been conneeted
ii.i this view Is sustained by an opinion written by the learned Judge pre- ferent parts of the country relatifs with the theft of the necklace owing
siding over the Sixth Judicial district, t the buli'llni; or the railroad' from to the fact that the window In the
that the retention of section 152, C. Mangum, Okie., through Carlsbad to mald'a room was found open but no
U 1897 (which has certain provisions Kl Paso, by the Rock Island. Carle-ba- d evidence was found against her and
Is In practically an air line be- she was permitted to go free.
The
aa to frncea) In tho repeal of aectlon
Oar lumber a manufacturad at ear
and Kl Paso , the maid has I ti arrested again.
144 and other sections surrounding tween Manguin
own milla from the pick of the beat
body of timber la th southwest,
4
said section 1(2, Is Indicative of an country east of here has wonderful reWhr Against UotisiimutJon
to the report of the gorera-ment'- a
Intention hy the legislature that dam- sources, MpoA gralcs and but little or
to
All nations are endeavoring
esperta. A large o took of dry
ages shall be reeoverel only where no aand. West of here around th
apruce dlmsnalon on baari
there la a legal fence. Section 1S2. southern point Of the Guadalupe check the ravages of consumption, the
Why not bay the beat
l ta ea
provides that before damagea "for mountains, la by far the lowest cross- "white plague" that clalma so many
heap aa the a her kind
victima each year. Foley'e Honey and
the breach mentioned In the preced- ing Into El faso.
Tar curea coughs and olds perfectly
ing sections can be collected, It must
(oilier Mi lu in - Auckland.
and you are In no danger of conaump-tlon- .
proved that the enclosure Was a
Co be
Do .not risk your health by takThe
zv July 2
Auckland. N
legal fence, which Is hereby defined
ing
Msgdsllna
eome
has
unknown preparation when
spprl
to
be
wltWn
actjste
meaning
the
of
this
,
t
il.r id aun Marqueta
Honey and Tar Is aafe and cer-tal- o
Newport with coal Poh-y'a strong substantial enclosure ordln-jrl- v
rica a fleet- ta reaults. J. H. O'HIelly ft Co.
arily sufficient to turn animals;; ;ealdfor
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Have the finest thing la the
oven lino for a gas or rrnsollne
stove. Call and lot us show them
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L. Washburn f
Company
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nd repairing is one of our specialties.
Making dhows and Joints is another.
We
In all
nix expert Plumbers
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, In a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
should he pleaded If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou

won't regret

It.

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company
YOUR DAILY BREAD
i.

como from this bakery.
That Is If you want the best that
fine flour and skilled baking can
produce, Suppose you have us
send you a loaf or so every
morning for a while anyway. It
will be a change from home baking, a rest for you and a treat
to the entire family.
Should

If

you have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should

order a

sample at once.

PIONEER BAKERY
307 Booth First Ktmrt.
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PROMPTLY FILLED.

THE

The Matthew Dairy
510 North Srd Street.

Plmne Vn.
Phone 1007.
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Plumbing
SCIENTIFIC

aeeessors to MsIM

aa

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing,
All Work Guaranteed
P. A. SMITH,
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Absolute Proof of the New

ON

Cure for Tuberculosis
I

(MMB

Below is a statement of my experience with NATURE'S CREATION

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
In November, 1903. I was stricken with tuberculosis ami In March, 1904, my doetbr said If I did not
change climate I would live but a short time and ordered me to Albuquerque. New Mexico.
I sr,ent
four
years there only to gradually grow weaker until April 1st, 1908, having been confined to my bed for eight
months. My physician at Albuquerque, Dr. F.asterday, decided It would be' better to return If possible to
our old home here to die, stating I would not live two weeks'.
My brother, E. T. Ewers, of the firm Ewers Brother, contractors anil lumber dealers of this city,
heard of NATURE'S CKEATION. He Immediately expressed me two bottles, the first one took ine out of
I am now on my tenth bottle and consider myself (and two docbed, and the second brought me home.
tors have pronounced my lungs) cured. I feel fine and If It were not for some sciatic rheumatism
think
I could go to work.
1 have no hesitancy
in recommending and really urge all lung troubled persons to take NATI'KK'S
CREATION and cheerfully permit this to be published to the world.
Signed, CHAS EWERS.
430 Vermont Place.
I heartily concur In the above statement.
Witness
MRS. t, C. PARKER
MRS. CHAS. EWERS.
STATURE'S CREATION is soi.l BY THE

Remedy Co.

AMERICAN SAVINGS RANK BMW;.. COMTMBU8, OHIO.
I'roni the Ohio State Journal of July tth.

CRUSADE
NOISE

AGAINST
BEGINS

DUTCH RESENT THE

and this with the omnipresent
VENEZUELAN HOSTILITY
flat carwhecl. has always led the chorus of maddening racket In the me- tropolls.
(Continue! from Page
Column ..)
COSlly Crops.
by
government.
the
With an, urgent demand for several been announced
million dollars' worth of topsnil to, the newspapers foresee the possibility
keep his Central Bark alive. Father! Of. a naval demonstration in iew of
wondering, President Caatro'g attitude.
Is today
Knickerbocker
w hether farming
really pays. Sixty
years ago this great breathing space WASHINGTON
VITACIIF.S SMALL
for Manhattan Island was reserved,
SIGNIFICANCE TO INCIDENT;
Washington, July 26. The state deand ItsYocky surface scraped of shanties, stables and cobbles to lay an Slab-ora- partment has received no advices oan
demonseries of landscape gardening Sf- - cernlng the
fects. Trees, grass and shrubs have strations today In Wlllemstad, but it
sprung 'up, grown and died over the was said bv Acting Secretary of Stat,
large expanse of thin surface soil, un-- 1 Adee tonight that If such a demon
til today no nourishment for green xtratlon occurred it was purely local,
things remains above the hard under- - j and the Dutch government could be
layer of rock. At least six Inches of ejtpected to act In accordance with Inrich soil must now be luid over every ternational laws. He said that the
square foot of the square miles of the1 government of the Netherlands Is re.
i',!. . ..,
tie the
in, i. ti... til. ioie fl tin.
big plnyHrnund and low estimates fig- ure the cost of this atone at something most strict in the observance of the Innear t :t.0U0.0(i(t. The only alternative: ternational code, and the Venezuelan
as he
Is admitted to be the death of every consul is as sufe In Curacao
living thing that graces the brand WOUld be In his own county In strife,!
lawns and avenues: so the taxpayer is in spite of the strained relations be-bracing himself against a sweeping; tween Holland and Venezuela.
"Willemstail has always been bene- bill for gardening next fall.
riteit oy 111'' trade carried on net ween
Bird KM-and
r mil-- ' other countries and Venezuela,
Fitfully flitting In swarms
since President ('astro lias practically
lions, the great hor.de of moths that stopped this trade the people of Wlldescended upon Manhattan early this lemstad have been greatly dissatisweek is still appearing, off and um,J fied." Secretary Adee suld. "As a reabout town, whitening the H in lIKe
sult they have probably shown their
snowstorm. No one has today bet n ill feeling against Castro's government.
able to give a scientific reason fi r thl. There is no significance to be attachoverwhelming visitation ir tli flutter, ed to the fact that the consul took refIng host, but every one who k 101 Is uge In the (lerman consulate.
It may
devoutly hoping for a quick release adjoin his residence, and then, too, he
from their In, uinbrance. Cot ha in has would probably not care to go to the
few enough trees and leaves; and the; consulate of some other country where
entomologists fear tin- deadly effect of he might not be as welcome,
hut
While, years where he would nevertheless be prothe moth up-- ii them
by
ago. this secfion wits well covered
tected."
nature's policemen of the air, the
R. K. Cheney, the American consul
wholesale destruction of the robins at Curacao, will probably be required
and other members of the feathered by the state department to make a reforce has left It helpless against this' port of today's event at Wlllemstad.
natural prey for tbe insect eating!
birds. This summer the National As-- 1 INDEPENDENTS WILL BID
sociatiou of Audubon societies Is very
active in helping to guard the few reFOR LABOR VOTE
maining birds of the metrópoli, as
New
of
as
well
the nation.
those
Yorkers are taking to heart this les- (Continued from Pane I, Column II.)
son of ile moths.
interest In file democratic party when
It failed to nominate Mr. Hearst four
sky Shouting;.
I
am full of
Now tlitit a new office mammoth Is years ago in St. Louts.
projected to cap the sky Hue. a thou- confidence In the future of the Indesand feet from curb to cornice, the vet- pendence putty and know that It will
eran fire fighters of this sprouting be inore aggressive than either the
town are today at a loss to figure on democrats or republican organizaa water pressure equal to the enor- tions."
The national committee will meet
mous height of the skyward structure.
Tests Just completed hav, tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock for
,,f making the final
Stream the purpose
shown that a
may be flung well within the windows reparations for the convention.
of the seventeenth story of the modern
User York Delegation Bttroute.
skyscraper, but above this the forces
New VorU. July 26. The greater
Ion the street appear powerless. .lid
what steps will be taken to keep up New Vork delegates to the independshooting Manhattan within reach of Its ence party national convention at
fire department can not he determin- Chicago went on a special train over
ed nt present
At this rate of upward the West Shore railroad today. Tlie
growth, however, things must be rev- New York state delegation will make
olutionised In every why within a few Its headquarters In Chicago In the
years.
.
Auditorium Annex. Before leaving it
was thought that Clarence J. Hhearn
would be New York represents!!?,- on
A Millionaire'- - Rahy
Henry
attended by the highest priced baby the resolutions committee.
specialist could not be cured of stom- Powell. Hrooklyn, leader of the part)
New
commit
ach or bowl trouble any quicker ,or tee onYork's members of the
nrganlnnllon, and M. (.'.
surer than your baby, If you give It
member of the Committee on
McOee's Baby Elixir. Cures dlarrhoa,
dysentery and all derangements of the rules. The delegation will call caucus
stomach or bowels. Price 25 rents and after Its arrival In Chicago.
BO
" ids Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
Her Identity,
Farmer Honk (musingly They nay
Deacon Klutchpenny's
wife
was a
paragon before he married her. and
Mrs. Honk (briskly)
Nothing ui
the kind! She was a Smith! I knew
the whole family. Puck.
v
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STRAIN ON NERVES

Flat Wheel Trolley and Automobile Horn to Be Stilled by
Police; Rebuilding of Central

Park

Will

Cost $3,000,000,

Journtilt
Morula
Correepondeue
For the first
New York. July 23
timo in the history of this city some
effort Is being made today to curb the
rising riot of useless noise. Ootham
(Npeelal

became Bedlam at the birth of the
motor horn some ten years ago, and
the shattered nerves of an army of
its Inmates have at last necessitated an
attempt at cure by the club of the police. That some real effect ha at last
been reached by Ulngharn's crusade
with hie cops is being for the first time
reported from the hospitals, retreats
and residential sections today. The
"ole clo" man Is under the soft pedal
of the bluecoat at every turn, peanut
are being knocked
stand whistle
soundless without ceremony, and the
bell, horn and voice of the summer
street hawker are meeting the muffler
of the policeman on post. But audible
New York still roars and boils In the
East Sltje and downtown districts,
where millions of rasping wheels anil
clattering hoofs still defy the traffic
squad. The honk of the horna on the
moving press of automobiles Is seOwl)

"Tut

Blood is The

lift."

Science baa never gone beyond the
above simple statement of scripture. But
It baa illuminated that statement and
given it a meaning ever broadening with
the Increasing breadth of knowledge.
When tbe blood la " bad " or impure It
la not alone the body wblcb suffers
through disease. Tbe brain is also
clouded, She mind and judgement ara
, antnaany an evil deed or impure

tboyhtNjnJfcsbijtUrectly traced to tbe
tmpwetyof taeC)bt
Foul. Impure bluod
n tie mane pure nv the ose. f
Pierce's (iolden Medical Discovery
e.nrir nr nn.1 minhes the hlyfld thereby
curlug, pimples, blotches, eruptions and
other cutaneous affections, as eczema,
hives and other
tetter, or
manifestations of Impure blood.
salt-rheu-

.

In the

cure of scrofulous swellings,

en-

larged glands, open eating ulcers, or

old

sores, the "Golden Medical Discovery "has
performed the moat marvelous cures. In
cases of old sores, or open eating ulcers,
It Is well to apply to tbe open sores Dr.

Pierce's

Halve,

which

pos-

sesses wonderful healing potency when
osad as an application to tbe sores In conjunction wltb tbe nse of "Golden Medical
Discovery") a blood cleansing constIf your druggist
itutional treatment
don't happen to have tbe
Salve' In stock, you can easily procure It
cents In postage
by Inclosing fifty-fosUmps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, 063 Main St,
Buffalo, N. Y., and It will coma to you by
return post Most druggists keep It as
11 as tbe "Golden
Medical Discovery."
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You ean't afford to accept any medicine
of unknown compotitton as a substituto
for "Golden Medical Discovery," which Is
medicine or ehowh composition,
having a completo list of Ingredients In
tbe
piala English on Its
ame being attested as correct under oath.
bottle-wrappe- r,

Br. Ptaros's Pleasant Pellets regálate
Invigorate stomach, llvgr and bowels.
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PEACE LEAGUE

li t

Morning Journal Speelal

I

il

Wire.

Isillilou. Italy 27. The Loudon
'morning newspapers continue to dis
cuss the Olympic games .ftoni the
viewpoint of the International friction developed, but with a disposition more freely to recognUe that
there is much to be said lor both
sides.
The Daily Mail says:
"Alter all the number of unpleasant Incidents Is surprisingly small and
the iiiernatlonal feeling may be removed by second thought am) fuller
Perhaps with Olympic
Information.
games, as with peace conferences,
they may not realize the highest
hopes of their ,,Jectors, yet they
help the world forward."
(in calm Reflection, leading public
opinion takes the proper view thai
from the moment Dr. Mult In attend
anee on Dorando, ordered him to be
lifted from the track. he was out ol
the rat e. lr. Mulr himself says:
"Dorando had completely spent his
energy when he fell, ami If he had
not been lilted up he must have laid
on the track long after Hayes und
the others had arrived."
Some comment having been caused
by the signing of a contrai l by Dor
ando to appear at nius-l- balls, the
Italian explained that he had signed
the contract under stress of his Ural
emotion and can not withdraw from
It. but he added', he will appear for
only a single week and will devote
the whole proceeds to charily.
Sporting Life calls for Hie compila
tion id' an International code of rules
to govern all future Olympic games
The Times comment ing on tin
Olympiad, says:
"We have burned some useful les
sons, especially that In speed and
strength, we are far behind the Am
ennuis and that in In Id events our
nu n were as children by the side of
the American athletes, or to put It
a
differently, the.v were
amateurs
with proffsslpnols.
"Our men have not been l.iugM so
well; In many cases thy have not
been taught at all. but they run and
jump and throw the hammer simply
by the light of sature.
"Our haphazard methods of
nerved Very w ll indeed so loiij; as
we h;id otilv each other In contend
with. If we are to eompi te against the
world, especially against Éuch business like athletes as the Americans,
with any hope of Improving, we must
be business like too. Then be question arises as to whether It Is worth
'.llc to make a business of sport.
Probably It is not; so re shall not go
far wrong in the cause of true sport
If we stick to our antiquated
.
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Disposition to Admit Possibil
ity That Foreign Athletes
Might Have Had Grievances,

Is Saved by Nature's Creation

waved down by Bingham's
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Prominent Columbus Man Returns Home to Die, But

Nature's
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President Heartily Endorses
Program of Organization to
Secure Effective Armament
and Arbitration,

NEW TYPE

Wlre.j
(It, Miiriilng .Jouroal Nperlnl I m-New York,
July is. Presiden!
Boosevelt has uccepted the honorary
presidency of the Peace and Arbitra
tion league, which Is tlie outgrowth of

NEW

the

North

congress,

Carolina

and

hich has as Its object adequate armament and effective arbitration.
Presi
w

dent Roosevelt's letter accepting the
honorary presidency was made public
today by Payne Davis, former president of the b ague. It follow o;
"Mr. Dear Mr. Davis:
am In re
ceipt of your letter enclosing notice
of my election as first honorary presi
dent of the peaoe league, utul gladly
accept, for I most emphatically believe
that tlie Whole American people should
subs, ribe to w hat you call your 'practical program for peace;' that te, to
lb,doctrine that we should provide
adequate armament
to protect us
against all uggresslon, and at the same
time strive for the effective arbitration
of any and all disputes that may arise
between us and foreign powers, where
it Is possible to Submit to arbitration, in other words,
cordially sympathise with your announced purpose
to secure present protection tor the
nation and at tlie same time make as
rapid progress as possible toward per
manent w orld peace. As you well say,
we should have an unquestionably superior power in our own possessions
and In the waters adjacent thereto In
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans; and
we should also do everything possible
to secure agreements with all governments to respect each other's territory
and sovereignty and to arbitrate all
other questions.
"I should be delighted to nee Senator McCreery president of the league,
If you do not feel you can continue in
that office.
"Sincerely yours,
"THEODOKE ROOSRVELT.
Senator .lames II. McCreary, of Kentucky, Is the acting president Of the

Machinery

1

1

NEW

Presses

1

league.

Rev. I. W. Williams Testifies,
Bey. i. W. Williams, Huntington.
W. Vá., testifies us follows: "This Is
to certify that 1 used Foley's Kidney

Remedy for nervous exhaustion and
kidney trouble, and am free to say
that Foley's Kidney Remedy will do
all that you claim for It." J. II
o'RIelly and Co.
An

Opportunity For

El

Paso

(El Paso Herald)

It Is time El Paso were bestirring
herself In an effort to Induce the
Santa Fe railroad to Include Bl
In the Itinerary of the big excursions
to be run out of Albuquerque after
tin- National Irritation Congress.
Un
less we look after our own Interests,
no one will look out for us.
It Is said that the Sania Fe will
prvide cheap transportation for l.ooo
TURKS REJOICE IN
people on an excursion through
NEW FOUND LIBERTY
Why would It not be possible to induce the committee to preConstantinople. July l!ti. Sunday paré an itinerary that would include
a trip down the Ra (runde valley
was given up to patriotic demonstra!
tions and speeches in the general re- lo El Paso, hence across over the T.
P. to Pecos, up the Pecos valley road,
u
of
promulgation
joicing over the
Santa Fe main lines
constitution by the sultan. All steam- and hack to the cut-oand the Paners olí the Bosphorus wen- gully deco- over the Belen
rated with Hags and 10,0(10 people who handle line? Such a trip would give
visitors a view of all the great
marched In procession to the Ylldes the
Kiosk, cheered Hie sallancontinu- Irrigation and farming districts, and
could be made of great value In adously.
ff

The Job Department
of the Morning Jour-

nal, long the
acknowledged leader

among the printing
houses of the
Southwest, is now bet-te- r
than ever prepared
to handle all
classes of book

and

commercial work.

V
We make anything

from a thousand-pag- e
book to a vis-

-

The evening papers publish an Imperial rescript pointing out that owing to the previous condition of the
country it was impossible to apply a
constitution, but that now the time
had arrived to grant It to the people.
The hope was expressed In the rescript Uiui the people would
with the parliament and the sultan. The rescript concludes With the
imperial thanks Tor the popular manifestations. During Hie demonstration
the people Compelled the ministers of
state to swear fidelity to Hie constitution.
The principal points of the new
''institution are:
Personal liberty; no punishment
without trial; religious toleration: a
free press, equality of all ottoman subjects: security of property: Inviolability of domicile and abolition of torture.
The general assembly will consist of
two chambers, the senators to he
chosen by the pulliin for distinguish
ed services to the state; the depull.
i,, be elected in the proportion of ope
for each r0.000 Inhabitants.
Following the silltstn's IradS order
Ing the dismissal of spies, these abhorred persons who formerly haunt
e,
all the public places, have, now
completely vanished. Tin- - newspaper
are freely Indulging their new found
liberty und are expressing the people's joy ov r the granting of n constitution,

vertising the territory.
If such a party were
Kl Paso could give It
of great pleasure and
perience. It Is not too
working on the plan. It

d

to come here,
a day or two

profitable exearly to begin
would he fool.
Ish to let this great chance go by.
The Albuquerque session
will
mote people from outside the
state than any other Irrigation congress ever did, and In addition the
congress will bring together thons
unds of the most prominent business
men, ranchmen, und other citizens of
New Mexico.
It is JJ1 Paso's duty
and nleasure to assist Albu,Ueriue in
every possible way to make a BUeoeSS
of tin- congress, and It Is also an opportunity We should not overlook, lo
advertise FI Puso and this whole region. The Kl Puso trip would be a
very enjoyable part of Albuquerque's
scheme of entertainment, and without Hie least question, Albuquerque's
assistance could be counted on. as
well as Hie assistance of the board of I
control for Ihe congress.
cj

True I'lisclfislmeNS.
"Alert?" repealed Senator Ifopklm
when questioned
concerning one of
his colleagues. "Why, he's us alert
und clever as the Aurora bridegroom
I heard of the other day.
You know
how bridegrooms starling off on their
honeymoons have u wuy of forgelling
all about l heir brides and buying lick-el- s
only for themselves? Well, that's
whal this Aurora bridegroom did. And
No date has yet been lixed for the when his wife najd to him, 'Why, John,
convocation of a parliament and It Is you only bought one ticket,' he anunknown whether ' those who have swered without u moment's hesitation,
been involved In recent mutinies are 'By Jove, you're right, " dear! I'd for
gotten myself iitlrely!'
Everybody's
It Is reportIncluded In the amnesty
Mugaxlne.
ed that the second army corps is
with the third nrmy corps
A I,eeon.
In Macedonia and will continue to exThe Lady hook here, you suld thut
ert pressure until full nmnesty Is
granted and a constitution Is In force. If I'd give you your dinner, you'd
The clericals are said to support the mow the lawn for me.
military movement for a constitution
The Hobo- - I'd Ilk,- to do It. ma'am,
and It Is believed that the demand for but I gotter teach you a lesson. Never
the dlsmssal of a number of palace trust th' word of a total stratigei
officials will still be perslsletl In.
Cleveland Deader.

A VunrrelsoiiM- - Domicile.
Kl'ITAN WEEKS GERMAN AID
Tramp Any cold scraps, madam?
TO HF.OHOWI.K III- - ARMY
pprls, July 2s. A dispatch 10 the
Snappy Woman No; all the s. raps
In this house are
st off. BaltiPetit Parisién from Constantinople
more American.
says that the revolt of the second and
third corps, having been the main
factor In forcing the granting of a
Journal Want Ads Get Results) constitution, the sultan has hastily
genernl,
summoned the Ocrmsn
Union von Der dolts, for the purTry a Morning Journal Want! pose of reorganizing the army on

ht

stricter

lines.
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Bold In Albuquerque by J. II.

(Mildly.

iting card and make
it right. Prices, the
lowest consistent
with first class work.

THE

MORNING
JOURNAL

JOB
ROOMS

8

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Mrs. Coverdale
THE GOLD AVENUE
MILLINER.

MORNING JOURNAL,

MONDAY, JULY 27,

1908.

REMOVAL SALE

25c on the
Dollar

Trimmed nuil I'ntrlnuiicd

Hate, Mowers. Ostrich PI H men, Fancy Feather. Wings, Ribbons, Wire Frames, and
In fai-teverything at
d
Usua Price.
.

One-thir-

25c on the
Dollar

M0KAY, JULY
27th, and continu-

BEGINNING

ing for eight

days.

C work

on the new amelter and other
Improvement., now under way.
j
The funeral nf Miss Virginia Sandormu uLuim and lames mwklky boom in mbw trauco
val, who died Saturday morning at
ALWAYS
TOOK
OUMPLJCTR AN') MCW
the residence of her brother. Charlea
UN0 IN TOOB ATGBBB. WE'LL BKPAIB THAB
F. Kemm. will tnke place this morn
1U A Nina Atnwt.
ing from the Sacred Heart church
ALBtgl EKqi'K. N. ML
commencing at í o'clock.
Interment
will be made in Fnirview cemetery.
Nn. 718.
Mr. Thomas Moran, the noted landAn examination of
Report of th. rondlllun of th. 8tat.
scape painter.
whoae
paintings at
Bank of Albuquerque, at AlbuquerC.rund Canyon has won him world- Private Ambulance.
the annexed stateque, In the Territory of Near Mexico, at
wide fame. arrived in AlhuiUeriiie
Of flee Strong Block, Second
(he ríos, of butlneu, July IS, ISO.
last night from the Canyon, where ha
and Cupper.
ment, which shows
HBSOtmCBS.
,
Mr.
has been for several months.
MuBtoaaai: ornee 75. Reat- (464,371. S8
I... ins and us, minis
Moran is accompanied by his daugh-- I
an increase for the
deuce 500.
Overdraft., secured and umerurad ie.8SS.24
ter, Miss Moran.
U.
Bund, to
circulation lUO.OUO.tO
Supt. Falrvhw and Santa
4.7SO.0
Premium, on 11. R. Bonda
six months
Barbara (en;eterle.
The largest cheese ever shipped to
11,4
(
Bond, securities, etc.
Hanklnic house, furniture, and fixAlbuquerque is ,iuw being sold by the
4S.CS7.S7
tures
of
This eiioriuuii.-San Jose Market.
Due from National Banks (not
11,061.94
reserve agents)
chees weighs over 4"i0 pounds, and re-- !
ONE
HUNDRED
Due from Stat. Banks and
Quired in the making approximately
Entire Change of Pictures and
732.4a
Bankers
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST live thousand pounds of milk, which
Dun frum approved reserve acanta 103,323.74
THOUSAND
83
Checks
cash
S,tt0
and other
Items'
must be supplied all on the same day,
Illustrated Songs at the
Notes or mh.r National Banks
S.430.00
ISn
ol
product
about
currency,
paper
Is.
Fractional
therefore the
nick.
DOLLARS
and vents
118.31
cows both morning and night milking
Skating Rink Tonight.
In thi y.nt that roo fauuM not
Lawful Money Ke.erve In Bunk, viz:
is used.
OU
Specie
122,428
rcc.lv. your morning p.p.r t.l.pte a
in
the business of
r
notes
42,428.00
20.0.0 Ot,
th. PORTA I. TBI HUKAPH O
The rain did not prevent a lurge
Keilemutlon fund with tT. H Treasv ur ii. in. and sddr.ss
and th.
mUbBBW
llUBlaÍBl
BBBBlii
(S
per cent of circulation)
urer
S.OOO.oO
OLD RELpapar will b. d.I'v.rrd by a spwrial
"THE
attendance at the skating link last
Th. Ul.phua. I No. It
night. The uf plot urea an exc-aTotal
f824,834
IABLE" will be
tloiiully good. The subject, "The l.u
1.IAH11.ITIB.S
tie Orphan or a MvuUtuJneer'a Ho
Forecast.
''apltal stock paid In
1100.000 0
found good sumHurplus fund
2S.OUO.00
Washington. July ll.r New Mexico maavtu" is una "i tha beat thai haaj
t'ndlvlded profits, less expenses
The
subject,
en
ii here.
"lie
sho
bi
o
In
ah
went
south;
and Arlaona Pair
and
paid
taxes
777.41
mer medicine for
comiNational Bank Notes outstanding 100,000 00
In north portion Monday and Tuesv (Jot Soap In Hi Byet," is very
Due to other National Banks
face!
washing
his
Aii
33.381. 4
cal.
iriahman
due.
Due to Htate Hanks und Bankers
4.Ü37.88
knockers and those
gol soap in Ins eyt-- and proceed I"1
Due to Trust Companies and
Chan
pic
Savings Bank.
ill geiierul.
3,408.87
create
havoc
it w. Hunt, or MountalnaJr, wk
Due to approved reserve agents
from
31 67
tute is one Irreaiatlbla acream o nm
illvldends unpaid
980 00
ihort visit.
hare yesterday on
Individual deposits subject to check 377.S2S.S4
rtmeul troni start to ftnlah. Mr. Shol-- :
exhaustion of the
Time certificates of deposit
A. H. afcQartay has returned from, ley's songs will be the Suinnn r Olrl
168,749.29
i'askler's checks outstanding
2,076.87
a tiip in Embudo and B pan ola.
.
und V eater day.
Reserved for luxes
8,000.00
With a
Mr. and Mrs. 3. J .laffa and yon,
Mi- - Tioflle Manjuey., living at ÚIS
Total
$824,869.34
nf Jtimw. ll, arrived lust night lor a Sou t Ii Barelaa road, drbpped dead In
willingness to serve
Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernashort visit.
lillo ss.
the front door of hr liouse yesterduy
K
I.
It
Collier. Cashier of
all with considero'clock as .she was ro--.l
Or ego ry Page, of Qaltup, who hn' afternoon at
bank, do solemnly swearth.chat th.
I
across
the
store
a
small
above statement Is true to th. best of
in the cant for several weeks. tuiuiug from
ii
my knowledge and belief.
u his street where she hail obtained some
ate, personal atwas in AlhttquarqiB) yeatwlny
R. H Collier. Cashier.
meat. She
way home.
necessities tor tin- tntd-da- y
Correct Attest:
'
t'hy
age.
tention,
solicit
we
years
County
of
forty
was
K
good,
II Strong.
(Jeiitlcinen nml Wife desire
who was called, pro- O. N. Marrón,
weii ftrrniahed house of ahoul live aiciatl Pearce,
Jay
A. Hubbs. Directors.
your
further
as
mart
Address n iiiiiiiii eii the cause oi ueuiii
runniM. in gwod location.
Subscribed and sworn to b.fnr. m. this
Hoof
Peace
the
Justice
lalluie
and
day
I.
in
of July. 1901.
It W.. care Journal offlc.
Morning, Afternoon
and Evening
P. F. McCanna, Notary Public.
mero, of old Albuquerque, empanelled
Mrs. Tilomas J. Lawtrr and
w hich
Session.
Jury
the
reached
's
u coronel
of til Wist Cual avenue, have sano- conclusion.
The dead woman
six weeks' '''P M leave four small children and her
returned from
Urbana (Hilo.
husband. The body is in the hands'
Lout
llfelil of this ilv and Max of I'nd.i taker A. oíBorders, pending;
the children, whoj
Nordhaw, of ata Vagagj left last the return of two
ii Ight
for Weatam New Mexico on o are now in Helen.
The Crystal presents a complete
bulns trip.
Phone 471,
change of motion pictures gttd illusRoag, wlf of Mr. Ross,
lira. B,
songs today, as well us the
mana gar of the Bluéwatar Develop, trated
vaudeville numbers of the
regular
an
no nt Mttnpany, has returned from
FEATURE FILM
vaudeville program Is unThe
week.
pxtended vacation through the youth usually
Mr. Carrollton, the!
clever.
and east.
Kentucky Night Riders
black-facecomedian, Is making a
splendid hit. He has a catchy verse
Mr. and Mrs. s. H. f'nen and fam-ilmark Unir jn(.s. Where
Great Hit.
disagreetype of the human family,
leavr thin evening fur a several for
ment occurs, here will be arbitration,
ER
In
sings
Lottery TicketComic.
weeks' trip to Ran niego. Cal. Mr. male and female, which he
und it is hosed there will be no disCoatí Is foreman of the Santa Fe car lils extemporaneous song. The Belt.
putes to take Into the courts. As soon
Will Grandfather Forgive?
a.s the corners are get by the farmers
department at th- local shop,
fonts ar'' far in advance of the usual
vaudeville acrobats and their work is
themselves, the gevernment will run
mi-- s
EHadya Handell, daughter nf being
much appreciated. Mile. Marie
section lines across the entire valley,
ON
ENGLE
yesMr, and Mrs. M. IfandeH,
left
present
NEW SONGS
Bellcfoiit is a wonder. The
according to the usual land office systerday morning for Cincinnati, Ohio, vaudeville artists close their engagetem. The corners set by the farmers
Montana Anna. Down
where she will attend the Mount Hi. ment at the Crystal Wednesday nigh I
themselves will be then "tied up" to
my, canductel by the
Joaeph'i
acadt
and packed houses should be the rule,
the government survey, that 1. each
Where the Oregon Flows.
Slater of Charity.
as the acts are really well worth seecorner of a tract will be located ho
many feet distant in such a direction
Lieutenant RAWaon Warren. Fifth ing.
from such a government corner. In
cavalry, wax in the city yaaterday on
Commencing with last nigh' perthis way permanent mapa can be made
Ills iway I" lha Navajo reservation. formance, the Colombo Installed anWhere he Will .loin his troop in the other Innovation which will increase Hundred Men Now
Employed and the exact acreage of the various
tracts can be computed and made u
inarch to the Klnck Mountain coun- the popularity of that already popu-la- r
try in the Navajo reservation.
at the Damsite and More matter of record. This work Is esHereafter one new film,
theater.
July 23 to 29.
sential to proper distribution of the
one or more set of piccaptain John F. Fullerton, of So- containing
Ilic Man In White."
Are Coming; Operations on a water under contract.
every night. Ry
Will
shown
be
tures.
yescorro, was an Albuquerque isitor
Thai Rattling otnedlau
every
terday. Captain Pnllarton "ays So- this method of one new film
Huge Scale Soon,
CHAS. CARROLLTON
three
night, and an entire change
very
BATTLE FLEET STILL
something
like
enjoying
is
corro
Just oft i he Orpluniiii
be
will
a
week,
aomethlnf
there
times
a boom, the result of the beginning of
IN TOUCH WITH SHORE
at
Colombo
time
the
doing all the
THE BELLFONTS.
'Nearly 100 men are working at the
The show will be practically changed
Viik.ii
tarooBU ami Hand to
every night. The feature film last damsite," said J. A. French, construcHonolulu. July 26. Wireless mes
ii. mil Balancer Including
night was "The Ship Owner's Daugh- tion engineer from Klephiinl Butte, sages received here gave the position
Mi l l m itu: m i l i ovi
TbC moat
de eloped
ter," and was well worth seeing. In u recent Interview. The force is of the American fleet at eigbt o'clock
Miman in the world.
Self Sacrifice," "The Airship." "Why being steadily Increased.
Within n tonight as latitude h degrees VI minutes north; longitude 163 degrees
NEW PICTURES THURSJenkins Wears the BltM Ribbon," and
Work is
I
estimated I".', to west, a distance of 770 miles from
"The Hypnotist." all first class films, shrort lime It
DAY and MONDAY.
were also seen at last nights perform- H,0 men will be at work.
Honolulu. The weather was reported
WHITE WAGONS
ance. The entire change of program,
Just now the government is receiv- fair and warm, with a modérale sea.
picture and illustrated songs will be ing bills on between two and three The Minnesota, which at that hour,
wan 300 miles astern of the fleet, was
made Tuesday night.
mllea of iron pipe, "which will be used making
fourteen knot and waa exto connect the river bank with the pected to rejoin the fleet on ThursSAVING INDIAN MUSIC FOR
300,niiii gullon tank on the crest of day.
FUTURE GENERATIONS the mesa, and. to furnish a supply of
water to the permanent camp, the
A full line of Loaded Shot
and conInlerestiiiK Work of MIh Nellie Curtis powvr house, the crushers
Gun
Shells at Mcintosh Hardcrete mixers. The tank I on a high
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
Among
in a ios anil Pueblos.
hill, ami a pair of high power pumps ware Co.s.
will be uaed to force the water up.
Mlis Natalie Curli wan a vlxitnr in
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
The tempprary camp of the laborthe ejty yeHtfrilay from IaKuna. MIhh ers unil engineers has been moved up RAINS CAUSE GRIEF ON
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
RIO GRANDE DIVISION
Ourll, uho la ii broth1 of Charles the canyon from Its former location,
u It was in danger of washoubs. This
of
note,
ii
baa
been
t'urtla.
lei'turer
MACHINERY.
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM
camp has been supplied with water Track Waabed Out Below Sun MarKpenilitiK the1 piist tWO monlliK immm
from a spring further up in the footcial: Dm le Estate in
Albuquerque, N. M. tin Pueblo and Navajo Indiana, mak- - hills. A site for the permanent labor-erMail orders solicited,
less Tangle.
m
camp ha been selected several
iiiK ber hein!iuartcra. at Aroma,
(Nprcinl
down
below
Dlspatrh
to the Morning Jonrnul.
the
river
thousand
feet
una anil other Imllan town. Misa
San Marcial, N. M
July
dam, where In a flat there Is room
the
in
Curtí b HsWN
tin' iiirrii'tiit und to lay
rains last night damuged th
out quite a little city, in buildsomewhat uiiiiHual work of putlln to ing lots of the usual streets, und with Santa Fe track about six mllea south
musii the tribal sons of the Indians. streets and reservations.
The perma- of here. Traffic wa erlouly delay
This work has been attenipied several nent camp will probably have aeveral ed, but after a few hour strenuous
times before, but Misa Curtía
the thousand population when the work work the track was put In shape go
only one. so far as Is known, who has is well
that trains could pass at alow speed.
under way.
made a success of it. Mías Curtía was
The site for the dam Itself has been A minor mishap to the engine on
In l he southwest several years ago and
finally decided on, at the point where east bound fast freight No. 34 alo
spent some time In rewenreh work most of the preliminary Work has been added to the trouble of the operating
amuiiK the Navajos on the reservation. going on. The engineers huve decid- department last night. The crippled
She has been suivessful In her work ed
that an ample footing can be engine had to be towed Into San
to such mi
extent that President found in the solid rock for the ends Martial.
Roosetelt has taken cognizance of it of the big dam.
People here nre fast losing hope of
and lias written her a complimentary
a favorable outcome of the investigaRailroad.
Branch
w
In
hich he lughlv prulaea her
vuiicijw
uaknbm letter.
It has been about agreed that the tion Into the affairs of the bankrupt
L'sisavia
for her perseverance and courage in government Is to pay for the railroad
WAUONH
Broyles estate. The litigation promOORNKR
devoting herself to the reaearches,
long, from Cutter. ises to be long and costly and It I
13 mile
branch
which he declarea will be of much near Kngle, to the dam site.
now rumored that there will be an asbaneflt to hlatory and also to future government will build the grade The sessment of fifteen per cent levied on
-- !
togethgenerullona
the
Indians,
rrrrr
when
the creditor to pay court costs.
er with their iUalnt and curloua mu- will the Santa Fe railroad company
lay
and
steel,
ties
and
the
the
sic and aongx have passed away.
The function of th kidneys is to
money will come out of the reclnma-- '
out the Impurities of the blood
Hon fund.
The railroad company strain
which
constantly paaalng through
ROOSEVELT MAY HUNT
will onerate the branch without any them. Foley's Kidney Remedy
makes
VARMINTS IN OREGON icharge, and ander government order. the kidneys healthy. They will strain
A good wagon road hua already oiit all waste matter from the blood.
been completed from Ihe railroad to Tjike Foley's Kidney Remedy and It
Klamath Fall. July 26. According the dumalte, and from the river bank wilt make you well. J. H O'Klelly
to a dispatch received here John D. at the dumalte to the top of the me and Co.
ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA
ROSA loff. the guide who accompanied sa, aeveral hundred feet above the
VEGAS
Best quality native white bran.
President Rooeevelt on hla hunt In river.
11.75
per hundred. The atrouge.i
Colorado for big gam aome yeara
1.a nt! survey Around i
t'mcea.
mil ONE MONTH
4
bran ever sold. K. W. Fee.
ago. will visit Klamath county next
Meallla
In
valley
the
Farmer
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GEO. W. HICKOX COMPANY t
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OUMMER MEDICINE
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TO THRIFTY
BUYERS

F. H. STRONG
Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

.

appeal to Those who would save money
in their purcnases of Summer Merchandise in
the Clothing ond Furnishings Line.
We

sei-ur- e

.

past

PLENTY TO SELECT
FROM
has been as great a
success as ever, but owing to a very heavy
stock, we are still well supplied with all the
things which add to comfort on warm days.

Legal-tende-

Our GREEN TAG SALE

III

w

nuiui.

MONEY SAVERS

suffering

lines of light weight clothes, Underwear,
Hats, Hosiery, Shirts, Neckwear, etc., offer
excellent opportunities and we invite you to
come in and see.
Our

times,

above-name-

1

d

-

I

chll-dre-
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COLOMBO

The State National Bank
Albuquerque

Theater

SIMON
STERN
The

Central Avenue Clothier

Chafing Dishes
.Inst received a large shipment, which we haven't room for
making: special low prices this week to move them.

and are

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
CENTRAL AVE.. ALBUQUERQUE.
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Hubbs Laundry Co.
"Our

i

Best

WHITNEY COMPANY

nie.
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avy

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM

1402

PHONE

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
j

j

First and Tijeras

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

1

Wholesalers of Everything
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102-69-

DE-WIT-

02-a-
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URGES

10

ARIZONANS

ATTEND

Cold Clear

Through

THE

Watermelons
taken right off the ice and
Governor Kibbey Issues Letter
to All Administrative Officers
in Arizona Asking
for the Albuquerque
Meeting and Exposition,

so cold they will not
get warm while being delivered.
NO ADVANCE IN

PRICE.

2c Per Pound
llllllílllll!li!lllllllll!ll!lllll!l!lll!íllllllll!!!lllllllmlllll!lll!llllllllllll!lll!!lllll!ll

Governor Kibbey, of Arizona, has
just issued to all mayors, county
FANCY CALIFORNIA TOboards und other administrative officers in Arizona a letter In which he
MATOES, 2 lbs. for 25c.
urges the largest attendance possible
at the Sixteenth National Irrigation) III!!!!ini!l!ni!!!IIIIIiiHIIWIlIIIII!!lllllIIII!lliei
congress in this city, und as completa
exhibits assail be made. Covernor
Kibbey recognizes the iniponanee of ALBUQUERQUE CASH
the congress to the whole southwest
and is using his best efforts to see
is adethat ArlaOna representation
quate. He will hlmBOlf attend the con-- !
grcas. The letter follows:
HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.
"Office of the (overnor.
"Phoenix, Ariz., July 18, 1Ü08.
315 Marble Ave.
"Dear Sir: Under the provisions oi
the official cull fur the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress to be luid
at Albttcjawrque, N. M., commencing!
W0LKING & SON
September N, imus, five delegate may!
be accredited to It by you aa the mayor!
TANKS
lEHMOTOK WINDMILLS.
of your city.
WELL
I NO
"I need not do more than to call DRILLING,
DRIV1NO
AND
your attention to this important meet- ing to Impress its value upon your!
Albucuerque, New Mexico.
mind. The whole territory Is Interest-- Í
,I
I
..' .1 i
185
al. KK3HTH
nr. I EL
II iuiiiin .muí tlu
i.ir I..I
ill I'li... ...i.i.....
iini"
immediately cognate subjects, all of
which It Is the object of the congress
to promote.
WISE & SON
"Millions of dollars are now being
expended In the territory by the gov- REAL ESTATE ft RENT Aii AUENTS
ernment for Irrigation
works und
Local cd at 201 East Central.
mahy other millions not only by the
government but by private enterprise, SELL and TRADE ON EASY TERMS
tun be made available by the proper
KOCAKE DEALINGS OUR
effort.
MOTTO.
to
will
help
"One of the things that
that end Is the exhibition of a lively
Interest by our people In the subject;
and one of the ways to exhibit that InEXCELLENT ROOM AND
terest Is by having un active repreBOARD.
sentation nt the irrigation congress. I
shall lie pleased to have you give this
$4.00 Per Week and Up.
mutter your early attention.
''Any Information as to the details
MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,
of the congress you may have by addressing Mr. K K. Twltchell. secr uir
110 East Coal Avenue.
of the board of control. Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Very truly,
"JOS. H. KIBBKV.
OP1I HOMEHT1C FINIbM IS JUKI'
"Oovernor of Arlsoria."
THE TRINO AND sAllsl li s ol it
PATRONS.
IF YOU WART TO BE
AZTEC Mil, CO.. Mill, FAC- UP TO DATE HAVE YOUR LAUNTORY AND
Mill M US' WOOD
IMPERIAL
PINION PENCE POSTS: UAM.UP DRY DONE RY THEP HTOFFHJI
.
LUMP COAL. $.50 PER TON. BUY I.AUNDRY. BACK OF
ANY OLD TIME.
PHONE Ml.
OUR WORK Of LAUNDERING
COLLARS,
KHJRl
ON
IIIICS'
OUR POIJCY 18 QUICK 8AI.ES WAIKTS.
skirts AND BOCK
I l l
AND 'sM vil. PROFITS.
US St ITS 18 UNSURPASSED. UrCPE-SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVE !HI L LAUNDRY. BACK OP

GROCERY CO.
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FOOT-OFFIC-

MONEY ON YOUR (HOCEI
IKK. F. O. PRATT it CO., 314 8.
SECOND.
YOU

FEE'S OOOD ICR CREAM, AND
,ICE CREAM
SODA.
WA lTON

EVERY ONE IR TAURINO ABOUT 'ORCO STORK.
OUR FIiAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
NOT Ml VEN
US Vol Its.
DO SO
8 HOOT
NOW. IMPERIAL '.AUNllRY. BACK
Al ii V.
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